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Lowest Tax Rate New Mex- Senator Beveridge Is Taking Prosecution of Secretary Bal- - American
Party Abandons Automobile Records Are Ex- Commissioner Cabell Furico Has Enjoyed in More
Good Care of Report on
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Several Important Irrigation and Uncle Sam Does Not Need to "Don't Hurt Nothing Unless You Find Fault With
Power Projects Are
Catch Something",' Says
Buy His Coal on the Pacific
Because He Attended Ma
Coast.
Approved.
Congressman
sonic Reception.
After consultation with Territorial
Auditor W. G. Sargent, this forenoon,
Governor Mills announced that the
tax rate for the coming fiscal year will
be eleven mills on the dollar, the lowest that it has been in a decade. Territorial Auditor Sargent said that this
is the lowest since he had been in office, but that it will nevertheless assure ample revenues. The levy last
year was 14.45 mills and it left the
territorial treasury in grod shape, in
the new levy is included sin extra mill
for good roads purposes which it is
expected will yield almost $50,000 or
else the levy could have been reduced
to 10 mills. The fruits of the splendid financial management by the Republican administrations is manifest,
for there are few, if any commonwealths which on so low a rate of assessment have a tax rate of only 11
mills, or that in one year have reduced their levy more than twenty per
cent.
Rpresenta-tive- .
Appointed as Governor's

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, April 8. Senator Beveridge returned from Indiana,
and brought ' the statehood report
back with him, and is now reading the
final proofs. He? says he wants to
make the best statehood report ever
made. He will send it to the printer
today, to be printed tomorrow.
Cameron
recommended
Delegate
that a mail route be established between Ryan and Fredonia, Conconino
county, Arizona.
Andrews introduced bills to pension
John Kinchlow, Companies B, H, 3
and 12, Missouri cavalry, $30; Frank
A. Pfeifferle, United States navy, $30,
David Kelly, Companies S, D, H. C, 15,

personal representative at the meeting of the Natinal Farm Lands Congress at Chicago on April 18.
Water Rights Applications Approve
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today approved the following
water rights applications:
Cat Claw, Canal Company of Arte-siEddy county, an 'additional ditch
to cost $10,000" to take 56 second feet
for the reclamation of 5,600 acres in
adddition to 4,000 acres feet already

a,

approved.
An application by Sammons & Pit-ra- t
of Farmington, for 180 second feet
out of the Animas,, above Farmington,
and just below the point where the
Farmington Electric Light and Power
Company returns the water it uses to
the river, thus giving an illustration
of the double use of a flow of water
for power purposes.
Four hundred
horse power are to be generated by
the new project at a cost of $6,000. E.
M. Teel of Hope, Eddy county, had his
application for one second foot approved to be taken out of the Penasco
for the reclamation of 400 acres at a
cost of $600.
Burke Mackey of Dayton, Eddy
county, had two second feet approved
to be taken from springs along the Penasco river to reclaim 200 acres. This
is a power proposition.
Special Agent for Navajos.
Samuel E. Day of St. Michael's,
Ariz., has been appointed
a special
agent for supervising the taking of
the census on the Navajo reservation,
and will report to Census Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter in a few days.
Mr. Day, who is well acquainted
with Indian conditions in the norih,
stated that he did not believe there
were more than 16,000 Indians on the

Navajo reservation, though the Indian
agents have made official reports that
there were over 30,000.
District

Court.

In the district court for Taos county, Alexander Gusdorf today brought
suit against Juan C. Rael for the recovery of $215.50 balance due on an
account.

In the district court for Torrance
county, suit was filed today by the
Carrizoao Trading Company vs. Burr
Goodin for $215.17 due on a note and
an account stated.
Educational

Meeting.

Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark and Professor
held an educational meeting at
,

Pet-tingil-

Clayton, Union county, today.

l.

Yester-

day they addressed an enthusiastic
meeting at Dawson, Colfax county.
Tomorrow they' will be at Dalhart,
Texas.

,

Forest Land Opened for Homestead
Entry.
The register and receiver of the
local land office advertise the throwing open to homestead entry of 426.80
acres of land on the Jemez reserve
consisting of tracts of 25.30 acres listed by Mrs. Andrea Duran de Velarde
'of Gallina, Rio Arriba county; 156.50
acres listed by F. G. Blake of Coyote,
Rio Arriba county; 160 acres listed
by Reyes Gurule of Cuba, Sandoval
county.-

-

Second Homestead Entries.
Registers and Receivers, United
States Land Offices.
Gentlemen Under date of February 1, 1910, In the case of Marmaduke
Winiam Mathews, the department held
that the act of February 8, 1908, (35
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Championship Race Between Many Concerns, Thought
DePalma and Barney Old-fiel- d
empt, Must Pay Excise
Tax.
Assured.

LIST
Ex--

When
Los Angeles, April 8. Within an
Rapallo, Italy, April
Internal Revenue Collector Henry
and
investigation Mrs. Roosevelt, who are driving from hour after the Los Angeles Motor Bardshar has received from Commis
was resumed today, Attorney Bran-- ' Spezia to Genoa, stopped here over drome is opened this afternoon a new sioner Royal E. Cabell of the treasury
world's
cutting down the offi- - department, a synopsis of decisions
deiss, protested against the letters "ight and left this morning for Porto-- , cial timerecord,
a
in
finomanner, is ex relating to the tax imposed by section
startling
the
of
Descriptions
distinguishwntten
Secretary Ballinger Iast!ed American have preceded him in pected to be established. Barney
38, act of August 5, 190'.), on corporaweek, complaining of the numerous every little village along the route,
Ralph De Palma, George Robert- tions, etc. Joint stock companies, as
wholesale calls for papers made on .antl be is easily recognized and so be- - son, Ben Kerscher, J. B. Marquis and soeiations and insurance companies. I
of fr"ent
"r- - other prominent drivers will try for! appears that many concerns that havt
his department by the attorney for CeS, the
dial demonstrations.
This morning records for from one to ten miles. considered themselves exempt from
the prosecution. The secretary char- - the Roosevelts abandoned their
Practice work on the new Piepan this tax are really subject to it and
track last week indicates that the will of course pay the fine imposed
Mr. Brandeiss' course as "a riage for an automobile.
mile record will be lowered from for failure to make returns as to the
mere fishin process." Mr. Brandeiss
Criticizing Roosevelt.
twelve to fifteen seconds and other amount of business they transacted.
Paris, April 8. Mr. Roosevelt's recomplained of the delay of the interrecords seem certain to be clipped.
Class of Corporations.
of
Masons
Free
ception
during the De Palma's hundred and
ior department in producing papers
The class of corporations subject to
ninety horse
stav at Rome has called forth priti.
requested, and characterized Mr.
from a section of the Royalist power Fiat arrived yesterday and he tax is discussed in 36 paragraphs as
made a mile in thirty-eigh- t
seconds. follows:
re-as
1
and Catholic press. The Eclair
"a remarkable
lingers position
The arrival of the machine assures
Mr1.
18 Pennsylvania infantry, $24.
Roosevelt
Cl,ses
of
The tax imposed by the act apthe
of ideas."
wreaking
Attorney Vertrees
a championship race between De
to all corporations, etc., det0"rist
plies
Barrel.
Pork
in reply declared that counsel for the
disa)1ointfed,
Big
and Oldfield.
scribed, except those specifically expanacv
Washington, D. C, April 8 The prosecution was fishing because the bowing down before the idol of
empted, without reference to the kind
rivers and harbors appropriation bill,
case against Secretary Ballinger sonry."
PRICES OF AUTOMOBILES
of business carried on.
as it will be reported from the sen"had failed in all its parts."
BE
WILL
The
LOWER.
2. Every corporation, etc., not spefollows
a
with
and
paper
long
next
ate committee on commerce
"Fishing," remarked Representative violently worded attack with a
enumerated as exempt shall
cifically
in
will
$52,566,000
carry
Monday,
amid laughter: "doesn't cial dispatch from Vienna in which So Says Dr. J. M. Griffin of
Detroit, make the return required by law, alactual appropriations of cash and hurt James,
the Mecca of Automobile
nothing unless you catch some- - the jclaira is made that the
though its net income during the year
amounts involved in continuing conment
The
has
was
discussion
there
ended
by
may not have exceeded $5,000.
adopted
extraordinary
tracts. This is an increase of $10,000,-00a motion by Mr. Denby call- - precautions to prevent Mr. Roosevelt
3. Corporations claiming special ex- over the amount carried by th adopting
ing on the secretary of the interior "making breaks" similar to those he
That the automobile prices are com-- j emption should nevertheless make re- bill as passed by the House. This in- to
produce all papers called for by made at Rome.
e
crease of $350J)0JLi--show;ing down and will go still lower, just turn fin blank if desired) accompa-jathe committee "with all due speed."
did the bicycle, was the assertion jnied by a statement setting forth the
Ahead of Their Schedule.
Andrew Christenson, the chief of
.8. Colonel Roosevelt of Dr. J. M. Griffin, a noted dermato- - ground on which exemption is claimed,
Genoa,
April
Stick.
Will
MacVeagh
the field division of the
4.
and Mrs. Roosevelt arrived in this logist of Detroit, and who has been
etc., organized
Corporations,
Washington, April 8. "I have no in- who succeeded Glavis at land office,
Seattle, said city from Spezia at five this after- - spending his vacation in the far west. 'during the year or going into liauida- tention of retiring from President
hours ahead of their Doctor and Mrs. Griffin came here tion during the year should neverthe-froTaft's cabinet," declared Secretary that Glavis took a number of papers noon, twenty-fou- r
their way back from the Grand less render a sworn return on the
with
him
to
and
declined
away
let
schedule.
not
do
know
"I
MacVeagh today.
where the skin specialist took: scribed form. The tax imposed how- see
Christenson
them
he
had
until
the source of the rumors which are
on enough tan to require the services ever, is held not to apply to corpora- being circulated through the press, made copies. When the papers were judge POPE IS HOLDING
of one of his specialty.
tions which went out of existence prior
but they are entirely without founda- finally returned the witness said he
COURT AT CARLSBAD
"I have heard a great deal of talk to the passage of the act.
found twenty-fouletters mentioned
tion."
in the west and in the far west about
5.
Where company has dissolved
in the receipt of the papers were miss- - No Election Differences and
Knox Will Also Stay.
Business the
and
of
the required return is not made
said
price
Doctor
automobiles,"
from
files.
the
8.
ing
D.
Flat
Men's
April
Was
Washington,
Ticket
C,
Elected
Griffin this morning at the Palace ho- - by its officers, such return will be
official denials were also made of the
Without Opposition.
tel. "and the probable effect of Mr. ' prepared by commissioner.
rumor that Secretary Knox is to re- NEGRO MURDERED
Morgan's trust on the prices. I. fori 6. Where corporation has gone in- HANGED TODAY,
sign. President Taft said he knew
N. M.,
Carlsbad.
April 8.- - The one, living as I do in Detroit where to bankruptcy, returns in such cases
nothing of the contemplated resigna'April term of the district court for more automobiles are made than in to be made by trustee in bankruptcy,
tions, and Secretary Knox strongly
W'atonga, Okla., April 8. Alfred Eddy county is in session with Chief any other city in the world, or, in! 7. Railroad companies
operating
denied the truth of the report.
Hunter, a negro desperado and triple Justice W. H. Pope presiding. There all the cities of the world put togeth-- ! leased or purchased lines to include
Naval Bill Amendment Killed.
murderer notorious throughout this is a longer calendar of civil cases than 'er, do not believe for an instant that 'all receipts derived therefrom, and if
Washington, D. C, April 8. The part of the southwest, was hanged usual. The grand
has a number a trust is going to put up the prices bonded indebtedness has been assum-- ;
House today by a vote of 73 to 74 re- jhere today. Hunter murdered Sheriff of matters before jury
it and will not be of motoring. Why, in Detroit we feel ?d may deduct interest thereon to an
jected the amendment to the naval George
Harrison
Okla
county ready to report for some days. The 'that there is something wrong if a 'amount not exceeding its own paid-ubill intended to compel the navy de- George Harrison of Oklahoma county
t
petit jury was sworn in and the regu- - million dollar automobile merger is capital stock. If such subsidiary
effected every day.
partment to buy on the Pacific coast m June 19US, near Hitchcock, a few lar business of the court will proceed
panies receive income in the way of
"You know, as well as I do, that a rentals, etc., return to be also made
the coal used by naval vessels in Pa- days before Hunter had killed a without interruption. It is not
cific waters.
in Oklahoma City, because lie able that the docket will be cleared few years ago a good auto cost $3,000 by such companies,
Brother Introduces Brother.
feared she would betray him to 1h in the three weeks that court will be or more and that today a splendid! S. Corporations, etc., organized un-- j
machine can be bought for $1,200, or'der the authority of the United States
Washington, April 8. The Demo- authorities in Arkansas, where he in session here.
crats of the House yesterday indulged was wanted on a murder
The city election Tuesday was uni- less. The auto manufacturers are or any state or territory thereof, or
charge.
in a noisy demonstration when Eugene
out machines with a frenzy 'Alaska or the District of Columbia, to
que in so far that air differences had turning
N. Foss (Dem.)
of Massachusetts,
the
time is bound to come, and include in their returns not only the
and
been thrashed out and settled before
was escorted by his brother, Reprewhen there will be more income derived from the business
very
soon,
the election, a citizens ticket having
sentative Foss (Rep.) of Illinois, to
on the market than are
on within the confines of the Uni-- I
been agreed upon by all parties. It
tomers in it. It was the same with ted States, but income received from
the speaker's desk in order that the
is
a
business men's ticket stands for the
oath of office might be administered
bicycle, the price of which was business transacted in any foreign
a greater Carlsbad.
C. H.
to the new member who succeeded
in half and into thirds and then country as well.
'cut
FRUSTRATED
was
elected
mayor by 156 quarters, after a few years.
9.
the late Mr. Lovering (Rep.)
Corporations having branch or
votes, the total vote cast. R. M.
"I do not see how an automobile subsidiary companies to include in
Republicans remained in their
Thorn, W. S. Jolley, G. M. Cook and trust is going to control the market their returns the income of all such
seats quietly, as the Democrats arose
C. R. Brice were elected trustees. The
en masse, applauding and cheering. Conductor
for there are constantly new self
Could Not
wantr ul iiueust; u no license was pelling devices coming out and they 10. Foreign companies having
Almost every member of the House
e
was in his seat when the two brothFrightened by Revolvers not voted on at this time. There is
independent of the trusts that eral branch offices in the United
no question, however, that no license ihav(p
ers marched down the center aisle,
One States should each designate one of
already been (formed.
in Bandits' Hands
would have carried with a good ma- grand automobile trust may look very such branches as its principal office
Representative Ollie james of Kentucjority had the electors had the oppor- well on paper but I fail to see how it and should also designate the proper
ky, having made the point of no quorto vote on it.
um as soon as the House assembled USEO LANTERN
wouiQ restrain traae or Keep up the omcers to mane tne required return.
AS WEAPON tunity
'
in order that a full attendance might
11. Where a consolidation of two
prices of machines considering the
MRS.
TERESITA
ORTIZ
a
ease
Democrat
a
who
succeeded
which
with
greet
they are manufac- or more corporations has been effectDE LUCERO DEAD. tured."
ed during the yeaT, and each or any
Republican congressman.
Leaped From
In no other case do brothers oc- Highwaymen
Doctor Griflin is a believer in the such corporation subsequent to such
Train But Escaped Injury
Succumbs to Pneumonia
Aged 48 Pastor Wagner theory of a simplier consolidation collects prior existing
cupy seats on the floor of the House
Years Was Well Known in
and never before have brothers of
life today and said he takes usually debts, each such corporation should
From Shots.
Santa Fe.
four short vacations each year. In make separate return and include
opposite political faith been members
at the same time.
this way he keeps from impairing his. therein all such collected debts, as
atLaCrosse, Wis., April 8. An
Mrs. Teresita Ortiz de Lucero, wife faculties in over work. With him he also all income received during the
Women's Hats Are Blamed.
was made early this morning to of Evaristo Lucero, died of pneumonia takes a fine camera and
'
tempt
8.
Women's
Washington,
photographs year prior to the date of consolida-sceneApril
hold
Limited
on
the
the
Pioneer
up
at
home
near
capi-toher
the
on
all
....
his trips. These he tion.
yesterday
hats have been growing larger and
Milwaukee & St. Paul railhad
been
She
ill
Chicago,
a
short
time.
12.
in
a
series
when
and
he
also
have
keeps'
each
gets
"Principal
year.
place of business" is
larger
They
Mrs. Lucero was the daughter of home he keeps young by looking over held to mean the principal office
been growing lighter and lighter in way between Tomah and Oakdale,
Wis. The robbers were frustrated by Mr. and Mrs. Francisco Ortiz and was the views. He has taken many
the company keeps its books
weight. So that now a woman's hat
Conductor Shumway. As the con- born in Santa Fe. Se was educated tures in this city and surrounding from which the required return is to
weighs less and takes up more room
academy and married country which he declared blessed by be prepared and not the place where
than ten did ten years ago. A freight ductor stepped from the buffet car at the Loretto 1891.
She is survived nature in a remarkable degree
the operating plant is located.
or an express car will hold only a onto the platform of the sleeper, two Mr, Lucero in
her
three
Mrs.
on
by
husband,
13. As the law specifically provides
masked
men
revolvers
of
the
thrust
number
their
Commenting
large
daughters,
once
tenth of the hats it did
and the
P. Hill of this city and Mrs. John Lew- persons in the far west who show that the tax imposed shall be computcarriers raised the rates to make up into his face. Shumway struck one is of
Chicago, and Adelita Lucero, and me marKs or smaii pox tne aermato-logis- t ed on the net income during each calof the men down with his lantern,
the difference.
two
Alberto Garcia and Jacobo
sons,
said that as quarantine regula- - endar year, returns of income based
crowd
as
the
to
and
passengers began
That is the answer of the railroads
Lucero.
tions
become effective and their value on any period than the calendar year
to
of
door
car
the
buffet
the
the
highcomand express companies to the
The funeral arrangements will be more and more
Doctor can not be accepted.
plaint of the Millinery Jobbers' Asso- waymen leaped from the train. A decided upon as soon as word is re- Osier's declarationappreciated,
a pock mark- - 14. Full amount of stock, as repre-ethat
number
were
shots
of
fired
at
them,
ciation which was heard before the
ceived from Mrs. Lueero's daughter
person in the east has become al- - sented by the par value of the shares
interstate commerce commission yes- but apparently without effect as when in Chicago.
most
a freak, will hold good else- - issued, to be regarded as the paid-uterday. The milliners say the rates the train was stopped and search was
where.
The physician was greatly capital stock, except when such stock
made
no
trace
of them was found.
are too high.
WINTER WHEAT
amused
the story printed in the is assessable on account of deferred
at
The men are supposed
to have
STAND NOT GOOD. New Mexican about a magistrate dis- - payments, in which case the amount
boarded
at
the
train
Camp Douglas.
BURRO JUST AS
missing peremptorily a colored prison-- ' actually paid on such shares will con-e- r
GOOD AS CAMEL. Tney cut the air hose a few miles fur- It is Below the
Average of Last Year
charged with assault when he told stitute the actual paid-ucapital
ther up, and the train slowed considof the Past Ten
and
the
judge he had just spent a few stock of the corporation,
At Least So Think Shriners of El erably when the bandits jumped oft
Years.
15. Capital stock held to include
days in a pest house. "I don't won- after their unsuccessful attempt at
Paso Who Will Attend New
both preferred and common stock.
der," said Doctor Griffin.
robbery.
Orleans Convention.
16. Surplus and undivided profits
Washington, April 8. The average
Secured Some Booty.
of winter wheat on April 1 was eighty GETTING TOO MUCH
not
to be included in capital stock.
From Mauston, Wis., comes the re- and
New Orleans, April 8. The camel,
COPPER ON HAND.: 17. Holding companies known as
per cent, compared
proverbally associated with the Shrin- port that the robbers took a gold with eighty-twa
'"Voting trusts," receiving only divi- ers order has met witjj a rival. A car watch and a diamond ring worth and an average of eighty-seve- year ago
New York, April 8. An increase of dends on stock held, and having no
the
load of Mexican burros reached New $450 from the conductor and that last ten
years according to the de- 16, 636,700 pounds of copper stocks capital stock, etc., not, liable,
Orleans last night from El Paso to they went through the day coaches partment of agriculture
report this were on hand on April 1, compared X 18. Mutual savings ".hanks having
be used by the Shriners of that city holding up passengers, obtaining con-- ; Morning. Texas is 89
per cent against with March 1 as shown by the month- - no capital stock not liable to tax im- during the coming national convention siderable cash. The report is not con: ,79 per cent last year. Colorado 96 ly report of the Copper Producers' As- of the order beginning on Sunday.
firmed.
and blank; Wyoming 97 and blank.
sociation today.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
D. C., April 8.
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Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy
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DANGERS OF DELAY.
Shun delays; they breed remorse;
Use thy time while time is lent thee,
Creeping snails make little course;
Fly thy fault lest thou repent thee.
soonest
Good
is best when

Four

Seek not time when time is past;
Sober speed is wisdom's leisure.
After-wi- t
is dearly bought;
Let thy fore-wi- t
guide thy thought.

GIVE CASH KJiGJcslxlK TlUKHil o
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WE

H

Winter Grocery Co.
I
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

Time wears all his locks before;
Take thy hold or else beware;
When he flies he turns no more,
And, behind, his scalp is bare.
Works
adjourned have many

about my
and

stays;
Long demurs breed new delays.

lancing;

Custom kills by feeble dint,
More by use than strength enthralling.
Single sands have little weight;
Many make a drowning freight.
Southwell.

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Will Canvass Vote Tomorrow aft
ernoon at two o'clock in the office
of Mayor Jose D. Sena, at the capitol,
the vote cast at the city election will
be canvassed.
Lived in New Mexico Forty Years
William McXeal, who has lived in
New Mexico the past forty years died
at the hospital at Silver City of pneu
monia. Two children survive him.
Victim of. Drunken Assault Victor
Molino is dying at Silver City as the
result of an assault by five drunken
men, two of whom, Encarnacion
Ybarra and Manuel Juarez have been

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

O.

CJty
apiLL

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

arrested.
Vagrancy John Peterson
Logan were arrested at
and given ten days for
However, they were apprehended while snooping around a
restaurant and the general impression
was that they were sneak thieves.
Another Big Shipment of Cement
"Last week witnessed another big
shipment of the product of the Acme
Cement Plaster Company, some 42
cars being sent forth to East St.
Loius, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma points." Roswell Register - Tribune
Death of Old Timer Rufns Bennett, for thirty-fou- r
years a resident
of Fierro, Grant county, died of pneumonia. He came to Grant county from
Texas in 1876 and was a rancher and
miner. Mr. Bennett was a native of
Pennsylvania and was 63 years old.
He was a veteran of the Civil War
and his wife and one son survive him.
Fined for
and George
Las Vegas
vagrancy.

3ds Sdls

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
A COMPLETE

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MKROHAN MSB
A'iCt CANON

PHONE 1Q

ROAD

BLACK

J. D. MULLIGAN

RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

FRAMING

Given Careful
Personal Attention
OFFICE RPn

DCTl 1 QO

auu

TASTEFULLY

PHONE

AND

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

Santa Fe,
In Probate Court.
In the matter of thej estate of

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

diamonds

S'ilr

Right
Right Servieo

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

h. C- - YONTZ wthes 1
MANUFACTURER OP

jj

MEXICAN FILIGREE

;WtLKT

and
Tm

by Up-,date Methods

-

Cut CIabs. China anri SilveruvavA
L345

San Franoloco St.

SANTA FE,

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

y

FOR HALF A, CENTURY

PHONE 36

1

aM
H

N. M.

o

I

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. i. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi con

stlpatlon.

THE LEADING

HOUSE'

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
The
Hardware Co.,'
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Wre herewith beg to enclose you a credit memo for
Gentlemen:
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., (Laguna, N. Mex."
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic
of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you have made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed): FULPER FILTER CO.,
Wood-Davi- s

X

weather tonight and Saturday
with light frost tonight.

X

Old Soldier Answers Last Call
Hermenejildo Medina, an old soldier
who died Saturday was buried this
afternoon from Wagner's mortuary
cnapel. Interment was made in the
National' cemetery following the re
ceipt of a telegram from Washington,
D. C. Mr. Medina served in the Civil
War but his rank and what en
gagements he was in could not be as
certained today. He was 68 years ot
iige and is said to have been a native
of Kansas. He is survived by a widow

,

By SAMUEL L. PARKER,
Mgr. Sales Dept.
A TRUE COPY:
This is but one the many instances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective

and sanitary Filters on the market.
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

W?4?JJR$S

If it's Hiriwrar

W e have it.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

AISD

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

MASSACHUSETTS CARPENTER
IS FATHER OF 34 CHILDREN.
April 8 Joseph
Mass.,
Dedham
a
carpenter, has just
Sears,
welcomed a bouncing baby son, his
34th child, and his neighbors feel almost as interested and as proud as
he does. Only 12 of the Sears children are now living. Seven of them
are girls, of whom three are married.
Mr. Sears is a sturdy man of 57 and
works every day at his trade. He
was married in New Bedford at the
age of 17 to Lucy Baudrie, who was
the mother of 18 children, of whom
there were three sets of twins. His
first wife died when he was 34 years
old and he married Rosalie Chamberlain, the present Mrs. Sears, who has
become the mother of 16 children,
there being one set of twins. .Sears
found it a severe mental effort to remember the names of all his children
and failed completely when he got
down to the little girl who was the
baby up to now, and had to ask members of the family.' The latest arrived
has not been named. Mr. Sears says
that is a matter he leaves to the

CITY.

COPY:

Minor city topics
Denver, Colo., April 8.
The weather forecast is fair

P. O. BOX 219

CRY GOODS

IN THE

If you would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.

,

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Flour, Hay,

Xar-cis-

Mondragon, deceased.
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned, administrator of the estate of
Narciso Mondragon, deceased, to the
creditors of, and all persons having
claims against the said deceased to
exhibit them, with the necessary
vouchers, within the time prescribed
by law, to said administrator.
REMIGIO MONDRAGON,
Administrator.

All kinds of Garden an Field Seeds.

Wholesale aid Retail Dealers in

ble Compound and
Blood Purifier I am
a well woman." Mrs. William
y
Ah kens, y8 vy . 21st bt., Chicago, ill.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmholds the record
ful drugs, and
for the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases of any similar medicine in the country, and thousands of
voluntary testimonials are on rile in
the Pinkham laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., from women who have been
cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation, ulceration, displacements, fibroid tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.
Every such suffering wToman owes it to
herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial.

and one son.
More Rain Last Night There was
a light steady rain yesterday afternoon and more rain at night. It laid
the dust and made a certain quantity
of mud that surprised those who
walked around without lanterns. In
some parts of the city where the water collected small canals were found
and splashing sounds were heard as
QUICKSILVER DIS
COVERY MADE. carriages drawn by two horses or
autos propelled at great
speed,
The weather yesploughed through.
8.
San Antonio, Texas, April
While making a mineral survey of terday was pleasant except for the
Bwester county, R. S. Dod, surveying absence, or rather scarcity, of sunThe maximum temperature
engineer of the Texas land office, dis- shine.
33
covered large deposits of quicksilver was 55 degrees and the minimum
on lands owned by the state.
degrees. The lowest temperature
last night was 37 degrees and it was
one degree higher than that at
Territory of New Mexico, County of just
6 o'clock this morning.
ss:

Undertaker and Embalmer
TTTTRTTJO AT C

Every garment made to

Lydia E.
taking
Pinkham's Vegeta-

to-da-

the stubborn flint,
Not by force but often falling;

8

8

health

you told me

to-da-

Drops will pierce

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

what to do. Alter

Seek the salve while sore is green;
wounds
ask
Festered
deeper

Made to
Measure

Ladies Garments

m

Chicago, 111. "I was troubled with
falling and inflammation, and the doc
tors said I could not
get well unless I
had an operation.
I knew I could not
stand the strain of
one, so I wrote to
you sometime ago

After cures are seldom seen
Often sought, but rarely chancing.
Time and place give best advice;
Out of season, out of price.

CALL AJID SEE FOE YOURSELF

Incorporated 1903.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

pleas-- u

ure;

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

191 J.

LIFE TO

Hoist up sail while gale doth last;
Tide and wind stay no man's

Established 1856.

HER

wrought;
Ling'ring labors come to naught.

Bobolink

Y

tuc nmiv onnun im a
mil uniLi nuuiiu ur.

FRIDAY, APRIL 8,

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Boston,

ne

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone

1

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Leras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

CICPUCD

nDllfi

ASK FOR A

PniUIDAMV

iiuuiilii uuuu uumrnin

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTKACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

9fl ftftft ((
4U,UUU.VU

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
I The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
n sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

VE OIL

.

.

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business,

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

IK'S

PHARMACY

PAGE THREE

FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1910.
PICTURESQUE INDIAN CITY;
DELIGHT TO TRAVELER.

MUST BELIEVE IT.
When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.

E33X

The Sewing Light
Jtesfa Lamp

Little Spot in the Southwest, Where
Tourist Seldom Ventures, and
Where the People Live

I

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
Th Wert Point of th outhwert."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

When public endorsement Is made
on a Mesa.
by a representative citizen of Santa
- ww' f ''4
Hi
Fe the proof is positive. You must
Ev"A."
believe it. Read this testimony.
(The
Through Academic course, preparing young
ery backache sufferer, every wan, woAsk any western traveler to point
makes
the
brilliant
with
long
man or child with any kidney trouble
men
for college or (or business life. Great
evening
the
out the most picturesque spot in
will find profit in the reading.
of open air work. Healthiest location
amount
hesitation
without
V
and
its steady white light for sewing
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, San-- , 'United States,
of
any Military School In the Union. Located
v
l"
ta Fe N. M. says: "About two and "ico and
Made
of
nickel
brass,
reading.
on
repthe beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
the
oq
his
spot
plated
finger
put
ago I gave a public
a hali yof the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
spot
and equipped with the latest imstatement telling of my experience
s
.
;
.
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
"There is no more weird and strange
with and opinion of Doan s Kiane
said
central
draft
of
burner.
than
tttie rain or snow during session.
world
me
Acoma,"
in
the
proved
place
Pills. They completely rid
... ' v. .
i
i
wno
E'even Officers. and Instructors, all graduuic
troubled
had
iiauuis
which
a
traveler
back
sunburnt
in
my
pains
low-pricis
I
The
a
southwest.
When
the
in
months.
on
for
me off and
Rayo
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
lamp,
places
touron
my
first
strain
"In
hardly
the
any
or
place,
any
brought
stooped
buildings, thoroughly furnished, healed, light
but you cannot get a better lamp at
modern ir all respects.
loins, I suffered severely and there ists are ever seen there. It is off the
edjand
were various other symptoms which beaten trail, and, though only a half
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENTS
price.
any
convinced me that my trouble came day's journey from the pueblo of
Vice
President; J. Phelps White,
Hamilton,
G,
Once a Rayo user, always one
from disordered kidneys. I procured Laguna, which is on a transcontinentW. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Treasurer;
BurDoan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
al line of railway, Acoma is as reIf Not At Yours. Write fof
Every Penler Everywhere.
A Ffnlay
Descriptive Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
rows & Co's. drug store and they mote from civilization as it was when
continued
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
mr
300
brought prompt relief. I
I
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
discovered
suppose
years ago.
it
and
Pills
address.
Doan's
Kidney
taking x l
not over a dozen white men call
(Incorporated)
YYiitiiiiTaiimriM
fnr-)W iifr WOHOTt SVlTintOm that
cr"'
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
wa hiiui was
"rt
at Acoma in the course of a year. It
superintendent..
a hard trip over there, across the
Warrants me in again expressing my! hot desert, and the Acomans, who
to the Queres tribe, are none too
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills." long
to the stranger within the brings you up against the base of the donini convent near it. This church
50
'hospitable
Price
For sale by all dealers.
Co., Buffalo, (gates. Unless you have a pull with mesa between a couple of big groups was built by the Spaniards, who concents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York sole agents for tne uni- ine uuueruauui, or suvpmui au of sandstones 200 feet high, guarding quered Acoma in the days of the Con-quiof the pueblo, you the pass like giants. The trail slopes
adores. Coronado stormed
general Pooh-Ba- h
the
ted States.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
and
Doan's
as
well
make
name
up your mind to upward from these giants, and mules mesa and captured the town in 1541.
the
Remember
might
of these waters
said
soon
good-byas you
and horses can make the ascent to the The people made a desperate defense: located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency
say
just as
take no other.
tested
been
by the
has
throughly
hello, because you'll be given to un- top. There are two other trails, but but it was not so easy to stop the Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
miraculous cures attested to in the
and? very plainly, that you they are for foot purposes only, and mailed
Spaniards from coming up the of Taos ani fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuderstand,
HME TABLE ALL
are not wanted. It isn't any special unless one has a clear head and is a slopes as it would have been if the
twelve miles from Bar-anc- o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
unfriendliness on the part of the good climber he dosen't want to assailants had been the poorly armed Fe, and about on
LOCAL TRAINS
the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
i
Acomans, for they are just as pro- - tackle either one of them, as the paths Apaches or Xavajos, the hereditary Grande
from which point a and Mercurial
Scrofula,
Affections,
Railroad,
as any of the southwest
are cut in solid rock, and in some enemies of the Acomans. In 159S, after
runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comline
of
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- gressive
daily
stage
educated
are
the
in
are
there
and
many
the people of Acoma had rebelled The
places
merely footholds
with No. 10 from the south and dians,
temperature of these waters i3 plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathg
tribe-- but
side of the precipice.
they
against Spanish rule, they were again from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
west also No. 3 from the east, re-- 1 members of the
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
to be left alone, and figure
"Long files of Indian girls are pass- defeated, this time by Juan de Onate, carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p.in'ly Prefer
- that they have worried along pretty
ing up and down these three trails all but ten years later rebelled again and very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conasS1stance for
well
white
without,
west-bounalso
takes
1
day long, carrying water from the murdered all the priests and partially year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort is attracnect with No.
able
pass- - eral hundred years and will be
springs on the plain below. There is destroyed the church. DeVargas re- ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
for No. 2
hundred
several
so
years
to
for
do
no
water on top of the mesa, except conquered the Acomans and rebuilt valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
m.
Returning
ing Lamy at 6:30 p.
(that which is collected in the vast the church, and since then there has from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with NO.
"These are the very things that communal basin scooped in the sand- been no trouble.
l's connection only.
diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
"A short distance away from the pu contagious
make Acoma a delight to the discrim stone. In time of drouth this basin is
These w?ers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
traveler, who has secured the as dry as a bone, and all the water eblo of Acoma is the wonderful Mesa of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- inating
necessary
'pull' and who is made wel- that is used by the Acomas is brought Escantada,, or Enchanted Mesa. This
nect with Nos. 7 and 9
'Gobernador' and all his up from the plain below in gaily dec- mesa is even larger than the one on
come
the
by
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
is
all so primitive and un orated water iars that are balanced which Acoma is located, and there is
It
satellites.
ing arrive at Santa.Fe 11:10 p. m.
no trail to the top. Legend says that
Taos. County N M
like
Ojo
anything else, this quiet drama
the hea(js 0f tne Acoma maidens.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
a
New
was
the
one
the
in
trail
is
destroyed
that
by
bright
played
being
once
you
"The town itself, when
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 Mexico sunshine, in the midst of the
of the mesa, Is lightning bolt hundreds of years ago.
the
reached
have
top
a. m.
in the
At that time it is said there was a
most
Train arrives from the north at 4 world. picturesque stage setting
something never to be forgotten. It is town on the Enchanted Mesa. Most
built after the style of most pueblo Vil of
p. m.
the inhabitants were away in the
"There's not much of anything of
all the houses being of adobe.
New Mexico Central.
fields when the trail was destroyed,
Acoma. You lages,
reach
before
interest
you
m.
in
a.
8:45
stories
at
are
three
Fe
Some of them
Train leaves Santa
a few were left on top of the
to nod in the wagon,
the upper floors being reached but where
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p. are beginning
height,
are
aware
that
mesa,
when suddenly you
they starved. The surleanare
which
always
the ladders
tn.
to the other mesa and
moved
vivors
there has seemed to shoot up out of by
the falls, and which add
on the ing against
the town of Acoma, and today
a
built
wonderful
mesa,
the
plain
1909
to
ot
effect
the
every
such a picturesque
The Spanish editiou
T om. rP XTotw Mflvinn nrA
nnw ready top of which is a town, looking not pubelo. There are three long rows of the Enchanted Mesa is shunned by
The
the Acomans as if evil spirits resided
a sprawly sort of a castle.
for delivery. Price: Paper cover, unlike in
buildings, with ten large communal there."
TO
a
corner
of
southwest
mesa
is
tbe
The streets and alleys are
houses.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
miles wide and ten
44.00. nlns 20 cents postage. Address huge basin, four
and when looking down them
from the north narrow,
one always gets the wonderful effect COTTON SEED FLOUR TO
all orders to The New Mexican Print miles long, and open
MAKE UP BANQUET.
east only. The general altitude of of distance for the vision leaps right
ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
the basin is about 7,500 feet, and the off the edge of the mesa and out on
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
rgo
mesa shoots up for 200 to 250 feet, the
San Antonio, Texas, April S. In
plain, no matter which way you
sides
the
out
the
the
before
of
to bring
being look. Some of the houses are bunt
desert,
general public
TRAVELERS'
right
MONEY
DOMESTIC
ORDERS,
the merit of cotton seed flour as a
either vertical or overhanging. The
right on the edge of the cliff, and, as
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
top of the mesa consists of about 300 nearly all the Acomans sleep on the iuuu, n uctuqut'L tu ue givt'u uy tuc
AssociaTexas
Seed
Crusaders
Cotton
acres of denuded rock, and what insummer
the United States. Canada. Mesico
roof, especially during the
tion during their convention in this Payable Throughout
duced any one to build a town there
of
some
that
wonder
a
months, it is
and all Foreign Countries.
to be held in a few days, will alis one of those little mysteries that
roll off or step off when city
made
most
consist
of
dishes
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday even the archaeologist will have a them do innottheir
entirely
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
sleep and dash them- from that commodity.
The associaReturns Thursday and Friday. hard time making clear to you. But walking
selves to pieces 300 feet below. When tion
recently sent 1,000 pounds of this
pueblo was built the stranger wakes up in the morning,
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop in all probability the
flour to the king of England and Althere for purposes of defense.
after his nap on the roof of one of fonso of Spain, who are said to be
Mrs. F O. BROWN A?ent
"As you approach the mesa you unthese
dwellings, and finds himself on
derstand how easy it would be for the the verge of such a tremendous greatly interested in this new product.
Phone No 23 Red
Cotton seed flour is nothing more
Acomans to defend themselves against
descent, he is apt to plead for sleep- than a high grade cotton meal best
made
be
upon
attack
that
might
any
that are less airy.
known hitherto as a very fine feed for
them. The main trail is plainly de- ing quarters
are
fortunate enough to be milk cattle. Only high grade seed is
"If
you
fined. It winds across the desert and
in the good graces of the 'Gobernador,' used in its manufacture and the only
whose lightest word is law, you will proces it goes through is a finer
have no trouble about accommoda milling and bolting. Those who have
Rigs,
tions. You will be taken into an aco- - eaten bread and pastry made from it
ma family and given a good meal of claim that cotton flour products are
I have found a tried and tested cure for Rhep.
tortillas, meat and syrup, and then more easily digested than those made
tnatisml Not a Temedy that will straighten the
smoke from ordinary flour and that they have
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bony everbody. will sit around and
a higher nutritive value. Mixed with
growths hack to flesh again. That is impossible.
in
discuss
Spanish,
and
you
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs ol cigarettes
which is the language used more than cereal flour it will produce the very
this deplorable disease.
In Germany with a Chemist 4n the City ol the native Queres tongue.
The Aco best grade of bread and pastry within
of
in
with
Darmstadt
I found tne last Ingredient
was
made mans are inveterate cigarette smok- - out shortening in the form of lard
Which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy
Without
.
its
to
in
added.
u
J
be
a perfected, dependable prescription.
Although
ers, and manutacture a peculiar kuiu having
that last ingredient, I successfully treated many,
natural state cotton seed flour is satcorn
cases of Rheumatism ; but now, at last, it uni- of smoke from
many
and
tobacco
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED formly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
urated with oil there is little oil in
dreaded disease. Those sand-lik- e
granular husks.
There is always a bundle of the flour wrhen
RIGHT.
dissolve
team, is what we send out from this much
seem
to
Rheumatic
Blood,
prepared for human
in
found
wastes,
you
as corn husks available wherever
and pass away under the action of this remedy
color
LIVERY.
in
both
water go, and these are used by the commun- consumption, resembling
freely as does sugar when added to pure wastes
and touch the product of wheat.
We send a driver, too, if desired. And
then, when dissolved, these poisonouscause of
the
and
the system,
ity. In fact, all the Pueblo Indians,
"What more invigorating than a lively freely pass from
Cotton flour will be very cheap and
Don Gaspar Avenue
Rheumatism Is gone forever. There is now no
to
vary- for
though they belong
this reason it has engaged the atno actual excuse to suffer longer withspin over the smooth roads on a clear, real need We
aim mc tention of food experts and economsell, and in confidence recommend
out help.
ing trmes, are communists,
bright day.
to
the gen- ists in this country and abroad.
individual
work
of
the
goes
It being Spring makes the occasion
eral fund.
more' enjoyable.
The people of Acoma have irrigat
TO AND FROM ROSWELt..
Take a ride and be happy.
ed tracts of the plains below, and are
Connection made wltn Automobile
i
skillful farmers. They are moderately line at Torrance for Roswell
4
daily,
a
crier Automobile leaves Torrance for Rob- the
in
industrious
morning
,and
LACES & EMBR01PER1ES
CO.
STRIPLING BURROWS
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
makes the round of the pueblo calling j weu at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
on all the inhabitants to rise and go at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- forth to labor. Another crier an well for Torrance at 1 p; m. and are have just received our new Stock of this
nounces the time for meals, and at rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidbedtime the criers make their last fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
& DYE
and
la
S5.80
and
between
Torrance
rounds and all is quiet.
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
"At night the herds of burros, goats Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoduring this month only. All new patterns and
-- FRENCH DRY AND STEAM
CLEANING- and cows are driven in by the boys mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
designs.
who act as herders, and the sight is
PLEASE C A.LL AND EXAMINE THEM
something never to be forgotten. The
Mexico suna
New
of
colors
brilliant
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
DRY
set light up the pastoral scene like a
noon
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
In
LADIES AND GENTS CL0JHES
morning,
fact,
huge painting.
or night, Acoma will prove a delight
TIES, PARASOLS, ETC.
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
to the painter, for there is a wonder-'fu- l
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTE ED. 3
picture no matter which way you
look. The burros and cows are
brought to the summit of the mesa,
and turned into corrals, while the
goats are corralled at the foot of the
East Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
cliffs, where they will be safe from
attack from any wild beasts. The rude
Denver Colorado.
carts, plows and other farm machinery are stored among the hollows
in the rocks at the bottom of the cliffs.
"There is an old church at Acoma
CO.
that has seen strenuous times. It is
Times-Democrat-
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,
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Calient.

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Compan
Express
General Express Forwarders

i

All Parts of the World.
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IHPEfilAL

LAUNDRY

j

For Best Laundry Work

J. D. BARNES, Apent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine
Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Rheumatism

Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
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RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
No Need to Cut.
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is very popular.
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the mesa, apart form the town, and is
forty feet high and 150 feet long, and
the adobe walls that compose it are
seven feet thick. There is an aban:
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A M. BERGERE,
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Manager for New Mexico.
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reality being a drive laid out on the
It
site of an abandoned fortification.
does not belong to America, being a
It
survival of the age of feudalism.
has no place in America."

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

whether of capital or of labor, is the
maintenance, of the principles of competition by protecting the Tights of
both from the interference of that
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
power. When combinations of capital
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. or labor crush out freedom of compeEditor and President.
tition by intimidation or violence or
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
superior advantage unfairly used!,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
they become hostile to the interests
of all outside of the combinations. If
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75 the right to compete on even terms is
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 maintained and protected by the law,
75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier....
there will be little occasion to deal
1.00
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
by
legislation with the details of the
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
relations of either capital or labor.

Alamogordo, too, seems to be a
town that does not always know its
own political mind. At a mass meeting of citizens a candidate for town
attorney was nominated unanimously
and no opposing candidate was placed
in the field. Yet, when the ballots
were counted on Tuesday evening, it
was found that an attorney had been
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
elected who was not a candidate for
THE SANE VIEW.
the
place. It is generally difficult to
,
Register-Tribunewith
Roswell
The
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
the aggregate public mind,
fathom
the New Mexican, believes that the
those who think themselves
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatf.) i main
even
by
wheth
to
get statehood,
thing is
in such matters.
experienced
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
er it comes under the Beveridge or
a
conference bill;
the Hamilton or
The announcement that the tax levy
whether the terms are all the com
uNioNTy)LA9E:L':
monwealth asks for or not. It also for the coming year will be only 11
believes as does the New Mexican mills on the dollar and would have
a Republican constitutional con- been reduced to 10 mills from more,
that
come
true,
IN
SANTA FElward Bellamy's dream has
ROADS
GOOD
vention
wjll,, formulate a safe and, than 14 mills, but for the mill levy for
COUNTY.
jand even Mother Shipton. 'would smile sane
This' is what iti good roads, construction, which is a
constitution.
she
if
might open
The New Mexican has expressed ap with complacency
:
new levy for the, Territory, is welsays
...
proval of the board of county com- her eyes today and verify her own
indi
at
come news to the taxpayers. It is also
"Developments
Washington
without
a
'and
wagons
missioners for 'adopting
permanent statement,
cate that jt is only a matter of a few proof of the splendid . financial mango-.- '
.
.
construchorses
shall,
.
road
for
.
and
bridge
plan
adminis.tra-tionmost when the statehood. agement of , Republican
tion in this county and working it out
"Inrk Twain, manv vears asro. weeks atcome
to vote in the Senate
and evidence of the more equitwill,
systematically, doing as much con- wrote about a Yankee who got on
able assessment and closer collection
iu ucucv
is every
struction work each year on this plan miliar terms witn a European .court. m,u
11 wl" PassNew Mexico is run. very
lc ls also pracucaiiy of taxes.
as funds will permit. Naturally, in Mr Clemens' Yankee hailed from
will
which
measure
the
certain
for its assessment does
that
all
economically,
important necticut rather than from New York;
this county, practically
dolroads converge at Santa Fe. They still, he was an
Yankee; finally receive the signature of Pres not average twenty cents on the
a
with
the
wealth
and
ident
three
of
will
actual
lar
be
the
Taft
that
last
yet
been
along
have
largely
doing
and it was not an Italian court that
hundred years. The business men of he was identified with; still, it was a lines 0f what is known as the Bever-cou- rt levy of only 11 mills it will meet all
this ciiy will therefore benefit as much
which ought to have been pretty lidge bill, if, indeed, it is not the full obligations promptly and expects to
as will as the people residing and difficult of access.
jtext of that instrument, the full text have a surplus in the territorial treasover
the
good
proposed
traveling
"And now Mark Twain has to be 0? wnich 'e have printed several ury. No wonder the credit of the Terr
roads. It is proper that this is the
in all financial
put in the column with the prophets. times, and which is entirely accept-Fo- ritory is
centers.
case, for Santa Fe contributes the
able
to
reasonable
people, though they
Theodore Roosevelt has gone fur-- !
bulk of the taxes to the county treas- ther than
of the dreams of the have not abated their efforts to secure
any
ury, for there would probably be no romancers in 'syndicating' with the 'such modifications of its provisions as
NOTICE.
railroad taxes were it not for the rail- European wearers of purple.
they have thought should be made. Territory of New Mexico,
roads coming to Santa Fe, which has
Colonel Roosevelt has now been'Jllst hw far these modifications will
County of Santa Fe. ss.
been an objective point of trade for
is not possible to say. Nor are
a buggy ride with King Eni-jtaking
In Probate Court.
situation
many decades. A similar
tie correspondents lead, they really material. They are to be In the matter of the estate of
seems to exist at Kansas City. The manuel, and
us to believe that the two have fared desired, of course, but the main thing
reJames Wallace Raynolds, deceased.
Kansas City Star says, and its
together. There is to be is to get statehood,
Notice is hereby given by the unmarks contain the germs of principles famously
con-ansure
is
"It
that
the
more
same
in
of the
practically
Germany '
thing
tnat ought to apply in New Mexico:
administratrix, of the esdersigned,
England, where the people of tbe stitution will be submitted to the tate of James Wallace Raynolds, de"Governor Hadley's statement concareful as to President, and to Congress, and there ceased, to the
royal houses are
creditors, and all percerning the relations of the county their associates. equally
is absolutely no reason to object to sons
claims against the said
court to the county's road system lays
having
Other states have deceased, to exhibit them, with the
"Of course, Europe
is becoming such submissal.
down the principles that should prebeen
submit to the same necessary vouchers, within the time
tc
more
has
required
democratic
every day that
vail with the court. It is gratifying
that they are the principles by which been apparent a long time. But leaps thing, and New Mexico need not prescribed by law, to the said adminthe governor will select the successor and bounds are being taken when shrink from it. The preparation of the istratrix.
they slip an arm through that of Col- constitution will be in the hands of
to the late Judge George Holmes.
BROWNIE B. RAYNOLDS,
"In brief, these principles are that onel Roosevelt's and go parading be the Republican party and it will be a
Administratrix.
the county will exact the building of fore the people. Furthermore, it isjsafe and conservative declaration. A
a good road when it pays for a good just as it sliould be that they have considerable element of the party
road; that it will not pay more than selected Colonel Roosevelt rather than merely favors an adoption of the
for Roosevelt, after all, is! stitution of
States
United
the
the road is worth; and that the peoof our and subsequent adjournment, and
ple will be represented on the court the Jmost typical American
.
.
doubt that such a
and in the court's subordinate official muau lanu. mat is, ne represents there is no
the
best type. He actually cares just course would be sensible in the ex-a- s PLAZA
places by men who can and will see
much for corduroy as for broad- - treme. All of the troubles of the new
to it that the county gets all that it
cloth each in its own place. He re- state are before it, and must be over
For
pays for.
years the only-fir-st
"There is no doubt, that 'in some spects a man who can shoot straight come within itself, and the matter of
class tonsorial parlor
past periods' to use Mr. Hadley's just as much as he does the man who a constitution may be safely held
phrase, the road money has been wast- can frame a great document; and his down to the lines laid down by the
OUR NEW FITCH
ed. Coming as a special contribution cronies include just as many Petes' major charter. Such a course would
TREATMENT
from the saloons in Kansas City, it and 'Bills' and 'Toms' as judges and command the respect of everybody j
has been treated as though it were a doctors and professors. He is the on- and the instant approval of the Pres- s
guaranteed to cure, (not only
gratuity and consequently was to be ly human being before the public ident and of Congress, since it is manirelieve,
Dandruff, falling hair &
who
could
that
Districts
hobnobfrom
go
straight
expended carelessly.
to make the new con- other
impossible
festly
with
own
roads
Bat Masterson to hobnobscalp irritations. We also
bing
should have built their
stitution contain even a small part of
a complete 'ine of all the
carry
have been spoiled have regarded the bing with King Emmanuel and Em- the
governmental regulations of the
for special manuel's kind.
hair and facial tonics.
road fund as a grab-bapopular
"He is briefly, the world's only new state, which must be taken up by
favors.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
the legislature, acting for the people.
pure and
Of course all Inat is all wrong. The Simon
"The responsibility of the whole
BATHS BATHS BATHS
road fund should be as carefully andMixer; antl a. world which has long matter lies with the Republican party,
a
and
made
worshiped
the
Potter,
intelligently expended as any other- Potter
a symbol, may very pronerlv and there is no disposition to evade
fund. Not a cent of it should be exthe people have
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
pended'on an outlving road pcti-- i as j airland a man who is perfect in the it. Every good thing
from
come
had
the
has
Republican
allied
art
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
of Mixing."
an aid or encouragement to those
n4-.n
V,nl
J !4.
,f
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
districts that are willing to help
the leader of the present movement. and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
The main traveled roads PRESIDENT
themselves.
TAFT AND
UNION The
All work is guaranteed; your
delegates to the convention will
LABOR.
connecting with Kansas City's streets
socks are mended and buttons
be chosen with care, and not from the
should haye the bulk of the road
sewed on you shirts, without
President Taft this week told a ranks of emotional reformers. The
'
moneys, both because Kansas City delegation
extra charge.
of business men from
rest
in
confidence
absolute
people may
contributes 95 per cent of the road South Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, where that their interests will be carefully PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
fund and because the farther-ou- t
the steel workers have been at strike, loked after and
that at the proper
roads converge to these.
that he does not favor the boycott, in time
will
be
given an entry into
now
they
the
Patterson
presiding fact, that he believes it to be
"Judge
wrong;
judge of the court, has said that the that the governmen would not boycott citizenship that will be worthy of
maintenance of the roads should, by the Bethlehem steel works because of their standing and character."
a new enabling statute, be taxed year- the differences it may have with its
BOULEVARDS AND j
ly against the property specially bene- employes. However in his talk to the LET'S HAVE
MANY OF THEM.
fited by a road. This is a manifestly railroad men at Worcester on Sun
The Washington Herald is hyperright idea.
day President Taft declared his sym-- i
princi- pathy with organized labor, but said critical for it objects to the word
"Fundamentally, business
The New Mexican will
ples and plain equity should control that in spite of that he "put above "Boulevard."
the road system of Jackson county, everything the right of every man to not object to Mayor Arthur Seligman
and not politics and special interests." labor as he will, to earn the wages calling the Toad along the river a
that he will, and, if he chooses, to Boulevard provided he opens it from
HE'S A GOOD MIXER.
stay out of labor organizations." He city to city limits. It will not object
can
make
who
gave valid reasons for favoring or- to East Palace avenue being called
An American
off
come
their
ganized labor when it sought to gain a Boulevard provided it is widened
and
kings
etnperors
is
And
it
its ends by "proper methods." It is ten' feet as can be done at little ex-- j
mixer.
perch must be a good
'Where, prices arc lowest
Even though he
well to be a good mixer for the mix- "at the hands of intelligent organi- perise at present
name
it
Boulevard"
future
"Seligman
Not
earth.
he
of
cause
"that
of
the
the
zation,"
ers are the leaven
said,
for sale quality"
until you meet a man face to face labor is to triumph," and it is "when generations will rise to call him
do you know anything about him. The labor organizations are not guided by blessed if he sets back ten feet the
world thought Mark Hanna was an intelligence and conservatism that the few fences that line Palace avenue on
One Resolution to Make
ogre until he commenced to mix with cause of labor suffers and with the the south side of the street above
it and showed himself to be one of sufferings of labor suffers the whole the Arroyo Sais most of the
signihaving
the most lovable men in industrial community."
Speaking of the power property . owners
life. The United States thought John that organization of both capital and fied their intention of donating
What other 1910Resolu
D. RockefeHer a veritable Mephin-lophele- s labor puts in the hands of a few men, the land needed, for they realize that
tion youmay make
until he commenced to play he said that it may be abused and the widening and straightening of
im-- '
golf and mix. Even in Santa Fe, peo- "when it is abused by either side the this beautiful street will greatly
ple hate and dislike each other just public that belongs to neither the prove property values. Nor will the
Resolve now that you will
because of hearsay or fleeting impres- capital nor the labor class suffers New Mexican object to Washington,
Lindln and Grant avenues being calltrade at KAUNK A OO. the
sions, when if they mixed they would more than either the labor class or
He; gave Itihis as ed Boulevards after they are parked,
find that the other fellow isn't such the capitalists."
coming year.! It Is a resolu-a bad cuss at all and that his attrac- a reason why the legal means of re- as Mayor Seligman proposes. Plenty
in your own interest, for
tlon
tive points far outweigh his weakness- straining any abuse by either "ought of trees, wide and straight streets and
means
the best possible
it
es. During the last local campaign not to be in any way weakened," and Santa Fe will not know its own self
when
it
into
the
of
peeps
looking glass.
table supplies at lowest posone hettnl people say this or that
why any defect, in the administration
But here is what the Washington Her'certain candidates, when if they had of the law ought to be corrected.
sible prices,
.!
The position of the President, can- ald says:
taken the trouble to meet and talk
"This city is to be congratulated on
with them they would have carried didly stated to an audience of working-meof more than average intelligence having no 'boulevards.' In every city
away quite a different impression.
char- where this word is used for a thorThere is no adage so true as tnat and of a generally
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
which says that the best of us can- acter, is that of most sympathetic and oughfare it has caused trouble. Riverstore
for you
Oo,
the
4
logical
d
men. The need of organ- side drive, New York, sounds much
not afford to throw a stone at the
1910.
boulevard.
than
to
Riverside
better
patronize through
worst of us, for the difference is so ization among workers in occupations
'
small that even Providence does not requiring intelligence and skill, where Pierce Mill road is more attractive
know it. Says the St. Louis Times labor is employed on a large scale and and more euphonious than Pierce Mill
often by powerful corporations, in or- boulevard would be.
of Roosevelt at European courts;
'Tt ls a clever novelist who can der to secure justice for themselves, "Chicago has decided to follow the
keep very far ahead of the procession is generally admitted, and no serious advice of the Municipal Art League,
Bulwer-Lyttode- objection is made to it when the pow- and will urge the park commissioners
in his prophecies.
a er that it gives to a few men Is used to use the words 'drive,' 'road,' and
COMPANY
scribed a people who possessed
French-Germaand
presintelligently and reasonably, and 'way' in place of the high-bre- d
power quite like electricity;
of
term. The word, while
ently the world had electricity. Rud-yar- d when the liberty of those who do not
German
of
is
French
use,
Is
extraction,
were
G.
to
Wells
the
and
H,
respect
organizations
belong
Kipling
only a day or two ahead of the prac- ed. The surest safeguard against the a corruption of 'bollwerk,' meaning
tical aeroplanlsts. A good. deal of Ed- - abuse of. the power of organization, bulwark or ram parta, boulevard in
Secretary-Treasure-

Vice-Preside-
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$150,000
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aic
private ' .Interest allowed onetime deposits at the raU oihcee
per ceat per annum, on six monthsdp Veas'itinte. vLmeiaV,
advances, made on consignments Cl'vi&ckfai'id products.
The bank" executes all orders-o- its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects;
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
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PALACE HOTEL
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of the Best Hotels in the West
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Cuisine and
Table Service

rt

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
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Bank

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.' Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
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BEAD, Cashier.
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Capital Stock
Undivided
Profit
and
Surplus

.

Con-iula-

FRAKK McKABE,

A; HDGBES,

The: Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870
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R. J, PALES, President,

8, 1910.
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Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
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FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

i

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

THE REST.

DO

i

H

S.KAUNE

Now

supper ready to eat and yon will not

wait.

Serving

toe

Our Increasing patronage is the
hest proof that we merit yours.

I

RATES &.00 A PAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg' s Peerless Hotel
I

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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H. S. KAUNE
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PHONE 26

to

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO O.LUPEProprietor

& Co.

GROCERS

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
.'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are

j

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men,
Give us a trial if you want first class service,

I.

Corner of Water, St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

HERE

IS

WM- -

A VERY

GREGG

EXCEPTIONAL

Pp-

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF. PR5CE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED, IN SANTA PiS
Don't
Fail

Excellent Assortments of
.

to
Call

and

Inspect

Bnrned Leather

Many

Goods

Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops,

'

other
articles

that
attract
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THAT RAINY DCTCOMES

PERSONAL MENTION

TOQMBftPEOPLE:
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

Dr. A. H. Faith, of Clovis, is in the
city.
James Martinez, of Taos, is at the
Coronado.
Miss M. J. Pepper, a sightseer from
Omaha, is at the Palace.
Miss Edith Hampel is visiting
friends in Leavenworth, Kan.
Attorney J. M. Freeman, of Greeley,
Colo., is here on irrigation matters.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
of Las Vegas, is a business visitor in
town.
J. S. Hunter, a Kansas City drug
salesman, is calling on local pharmacists.
M. J. Seaton, representing a Kansas
City dry goods concern, is at the Pala-
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TORlt?'FOR the Palace.
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UNITED STATES BANK

O

&

TRUST CO.

& COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL

ESTATE---INSURANG-

E

SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
St.

119 San Francisco

,

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs - FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
ranges','
and hat racks. Wagner folding
for the babies.
They are GREAT!!
go-car- ts

Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

SHINE" inside finishes,

When youpaintyou want QUALITY and goods that
WE AR. Our'paints are made from the BEST white
lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

""'

H. Hemerickson, a traveling man of
Denver, is calling on business men in
I he
city today.
C. M. Wadley and F. C. Duke are
business men from St. Louis registered at the Claire.
Elias Clark, the well known Plaza
del Alcalde, Rio Arriba county, merchant, is a business visitor.
H. G. Clark and his son, Fred Clark,
of Aurora, 111., are here on business.
They are stopping at the Palace.
Theodore
Greckvold, of Tucson,
Ariz., has arrived here to enter the
employ of S. Spitz, the jeweler.
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Griffin, sightseers from Detroit and who are at the
Palace, expect to leave this week for
their home.
Mrs. Mervine and her daughter,
Miss Helen Mervine, are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Pankey, at their
ranch, San Cristobal.
Mr. and Mrs. Schneider, who have
been for some time at St. Anthony's
Sanitarium, East Las Vegas, arrived
in Santa Fe this morning and are at
St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
Hon. Samuel Eldodt, formerly territorial treasurer, and who is a prominent merchant at Chamita, Rio Arriba
county, is at the Palace. He came to
attend the funeral of Mrs. Crist which
took place this morning.
Judge John R. McFie, at present at
Raton, will be at Las Vegas on Sunday and Monday, on the latter day
drawing the names from the jury
wheel for the district court session
of San Miguel and Mora counties.
United States District Attorney
and 'Mrs. D. J. Leahy have as their
guests Mr. and Mrs. John Joerns'and
children of Raton. Mrs. Joerns is a
sister of Mrs. Leahy, while Mr. Joerns'
is assistant territorial traveling audit-o- r
and bank examiner.
The latter is
on his way to Santa Fe." Las Vegas
Optic.

YOU and make you interest you won't have to ask for help should you
lose your position.
Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
j

LEVY DOWN TO ELEVEN MILLS.

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
president of the university and few
changes are made in the faculty.
Professor A. M. Espinosa, who has
received a flattering offer from the
University of California to a position
in the department of romance languages, presented his resignation,
which' was accepted and the vacancy
has not yet been filled. It is
two other resignations will
ficciwc-anonly one of the vacancies
will be filled. The salaries of all
members of the faculty will be slightly increased as a result of yesterday's
action of the board.

are made to perfection from our ,can be SICK ROOM NEEDS
fully supplied from here, We carry
Lumber) because the wood is a complete
assortment o hot watr bag
perfect in every particular and sprayers, douches, bed pans and other apfree from every imperfection of pliances. We have everthing for the in
from the rubber pillow to make him
knots, cracks and warpings. valid
to
comfortable
Every foot of it is thoroughly
medicine
The
that will cure Him
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon 1 there is anybody sick at'yolir house cad
by carpenters and builders, and on us for anything needed in Itbe way of
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
archiDrugs or Sick Room Helps
tects hereabouts particularly You'll
prompt, thorough
mention our Lumber in their and reliable, and our prices very moderate.
specifications.
& Company.
'
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Charles W. Dudrow

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

Where your dollar buys the most.

In Order to introduce my work I
will, for 30 DAYS beginning April 1

Photos

maks'my fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dogen
No ticket schemes or cheap premiums to offer. One price to all.
REMEMBER THIS FFEB IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 PAYS.
All work guaranteed,
.

tyfX
nease.

;

--

';

;

THE EL PIHON STDDIO

AY
amid

ALR;

.

FRED DENNETT,

Commissioner S. V. P.
Faculty of University Chosen.
A meeting of the board of regents
of the University of New Mexico was
held yesterday in the office of the
secretary, Harry F. Lee, at Albuquerque, at which the faculty for the coming year was chosen.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray remains as

71 Hniir

f

RESOLVED

i

THAT NOW

15

To BLOOM

THE TIME

OUT'N

NEW ARRAY.
IS Bloom iNC

NATURE

our in Beauty
AT This season- - why
SHOULD NOT YOU BtOOM

eii.

ft

OUT- -

MARKETRBPORT

WE'VE GOT THE

Blossoms
BUSTEPs

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 8 Call money 3
3
Mexican
prime paper 4
dollars 44; Amal. 73; Atch. Ill
U. P.
X. Y. C. 121
S. P. 123
183; Steel S2
pfd. 119
Xew York, April 8 Lead dull $4.40
spot,
4.45; coppert dull, standard
$12.7512.90; may $12.7012.87

BRovM

3--

3--

52

1--

GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
8. Wheat May
Chicago,
April
112

Corn

July

105

July CO
May 65
Oats May 417-8- ; July 39
Pork May 24711-2- ; July 24.20.
Lard May 13.471-2- ;
July 13.19.
Ribs May 13.271-2- ;
July 12.921-2- .
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, April 8. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 22
24; fine mediums 1820; fine 1K&14.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, April 8. Cattle Receipts
Beeves $5.60
1,000. Market strong.
4i8.60; Texas steers $56.40; west
ern steers $56.90; stockers and feed
ers $3.906.50; cows and heifers
7--

r

mw

wm

3--

$2.807.10; calves $78.25.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 12,000.
five
$10.10 10.45;
Light
higher.
mixed $10.2010.55; heavy $10.25
to
10.60; rough $10.2510.50; good
choice heavy $10.3510.60; pigs $9.25
(S10.15; bulk $10.35?? 10.50.
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Sheep
western
strong. Native $4.508.25;
$o8.25; yearlings $7.308.75; lambs
hative $7.759.50; western $S9.50.
ReKansas City. April 8. Cattle
ceipts 500; no southerns. Market
Native steers $6.258.40;
steady.
southern steers $5.358; southern
cows $3.505.75; native cows and
heifers $3.757.25;
stockers and
feeders $4.406.75; bulls $3.805.90;
calves $47.75; western steers $5.75
8.15; western cows $46.5G.
Market
Receipts 2,000.
Sheep
steady. Muttons $5.o08; lambs $7.50
9.50; fed western wethers and yearlings $78.75,; western ewes $6.50

A 5NAPY
DIFFERENT

"NIFTY"

c

NEW LINE LADIES

dLoOM OUT IN,

OXFoR.D--

STYLES.
5

BET.

AND PUMP.S.

5

NOTHING

$2.50 To $4.00.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
.

OUR FOUNDATION RE-ST.WILL YOU RE.ST YoUR.5

ON THI--

CLARENDON
GARDEN

HoE

Too.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS, choice

APPLES

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks' and White Wynndottes.; 'Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fedl on cleanwholesome. food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A few choice cockerels for sale
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

PAY

acM""'

Light Company

NOW..

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

7.50.

3ak places

Santa Fe Water

5

'

Florrir Xoriirv
AND

"DIT-TMA- N"

WHAT YOU

THI--

HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.

13

MORE

CUUUIUI

P those

To

HoE.S

TO &E HAD AT ANY PRICE.

MEAN--

On and After Mareh 1st.

Wk

r,J.

Tv- -v

d

from Page one.)

Stat. 6), was not a limitation on the
equitable power of the land department to grant relief in cases of acci
dent and mistake. Second entries will
therefore, be allowed by this office.
although the applicant does not come
within the act of February 8, 1908,
(supra), when it satisfactorily ap
pears that obstacles which could not
have been foreseen, and which render it impracticable to cultivate the
land, are discovered subsequent to
entry, or where subsequent to entry
and through no fault of the entryman
the laud becomes "useless for agricultural purposes. When an application
is presented which can be allowed under any act of Congress, you will allow the same as you are required to
do. under present regulations. When
an application is presented which does
not come within the purview of any
act of Congress, you will not reject
the same, but will make the proper
notations on your records, and forward the application to this office,
with appropriate. recommendation.
'
Paragraphs 6 and 8 of the circular
of February, 29, 1908, (36 L. D. 291),
are accordingly modified.
Very respectfully,

IW

prob-able;:th-

silver
(Continued

11

lasting peints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
it you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-

W. C. Strickland, a paper salesman
from St. Louis,' is calling on the trade
here.
S. Neustadt,- a merchant at Los
Lunas, Valencia county, is in the Capital today.
H. W. Brown, of Trinidad, and who
;
represents a grocery c6ncern, is at

TfcWJR MONEYS

Heasr

THE season for painting and decoratingjis at hand
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

ce-.

:
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FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1910.
HIGH PRAISE AT RATON
run , , , n n , . . ,

juuvic

St, Louis Rocky Kit, &
Pacific

Company.

Railway

i

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In

iKciul Mown''
7 30

0

f 8 20
f 8 35
f 8 50
f 9 10

lfi
20
25
31
42

9 35
2 30
2 50

.....
'..
..
11

0

3 55

77

412

7

4 12

42

4 30

48

510

bj'
2

5 W
,5 50
6 08
6 35

00
f7 08
17 18
7 35

March 1st

t

1910

ilit-ai-

S'l'ATliTXh

Miles

1

19

1

ctTiH--

2

Oipulln
ViKil

Thompson
...
Ar.UHfton House N.M.I.v
T.v
Ar 12 in
Raton, N. M
Ai Olifton House.N. M..Lyill37
jt,v.. Clifton House N' M.Ar 1137
11 20
Sl'i'eston

('unninglmin

Ar

Lv

68
76
82
82
86
88

Ar
Lv

94

Ar

10 00
9 40

If

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N.

I.v
Ar
M..

Lv

--M.-

.:mLLu.

'V

7777777777

lo

9

Connects with K. 1. & S. W. Ry, train No. 121 nrrivimz in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. in.
iConnects with K. 1. & S, W. Ry, train No. 123 leavliiK Dawson N, M. at9:55a.in.
SSta(?e for Van Honten X, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
C. &S. Passenger trains arrive ami depart from DeMoines as follow :
SOUTH BOUNH
NORTH KOVXM:
No, 8 10.44 a. m.
No. 1, 4.48 a. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p. m.
No. 7.6 49 p.in.
Track connection with A. T. &. S. V. Ey.at Raton and Preston with C, & S. Ry- - at
N
M.
ami Cimarron A Northwestern at
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ry. atColl'ax,
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
lTte Park. N. M. is depot fortlie following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo, Aurora.
Kaldy Klack Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City. Talpa, Taos and Twining,
Dally. fFlaif, tl'aily except Sunday

J.

J. REDMAN,
Superintendent,

E.

Raton, N.

M.

F.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. r

tar

&

i&

9 42
9 25
8 55
47
is 37
8 20

1--

1--

io6yfSl

Jjii.1
m. i

10 40

Tio

.

m. tax rmi

5 00
f 4 15
f 4 05
f 3 45
f 3 25
2 55

10JC

Koehler
Ooifax
Cerrososo

Vp)
22

20

T.v.. Jk'S Moines, N. M...AI'

l

vi

mm&'ms

1-- 2

above-mentione-

ixmmmms.

1--
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cross-examin-

u

WILLIAMS,

M,

i

I
Serial 012530, Pecos Forest. Not
He Has Been Prompt, Impartial and Coal Land.
Just and Bar Would Like to
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Have Him Preside There.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the follo8.
Associate
N.
M.,
April
Raton,
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
Justice McFie, who has been holding of his Intention
to make final proof
the March term of the district court in
of his claim under sections
support
ten
the
days,
for Colfax county
past
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
announced in court Thursday morning
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
return
to
be
would
compelled
that he
act
of February 21, 1893 (27 .Stats.,
ar
to Santa Fe on Saturday, but that
and that said
will be made
470),
rangements had been made for eith before Register andproof
at SanReceiver
come
to
or
Parker
er Judges Mechem
ta Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
to Raton and finish the term. While Tiburcio
Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roi-ba- l,
a large number of cases, both civil
of Rowe. N. M.. for the N 2
and criminal, nave been disposed oi NE
Sec. 32, and the S
SE
during the past week, there are still Sec. 2U, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.,
of
snme rivil suits to be disnosed
of 160 acres.
which on the call of the docket by
He names the following witnesses
next
Judge McFie were set by him for
to prove his actual continuous adverse
week.
possession of said tract for twenty
In the dispatch of business Justice years next preceding the survey of
McFie has been prompt, impartial and the township, viz.:
just, and the majority of the memCleofes Garcia, and Calletano Gar
bers of the bar, and the general pub cia, of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte
Quintana
lic have expressed the wish, that in and Antonio
Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
su
the
of
the reassignment
judges by
Any person who desires to protest
preme court, that Justice McFie be against the allowance of said proof,
to
the
fourth
judicial
assigned
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Another step was taken in the Interior Department why such proof
French robbery case Thursday when shou'd not be allowed will be given an
E. V. Long and Morrow and Cramp- - opportunity at the
e
ton, attorneys for Humphreys and time and place to
the
Henry Farr filed objections to J. witnesses of said claimant, and to ofLeahy, as special district attorney, go- fer evidence in rebuttal of that subing into the grand jury room, and ex mitted by claimant.
amining witnesses before the grand
MANUEL P. OTERO,
jury, in the cases against Farr and
Register.
The district attorney is
Humphrey.

Ml m i

-

:-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
oiuaii noiaing claim :so.

I
,

rant

G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.

again bringing the witnesses before
the present grand jury, for the purFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
pose of securing a new indictment in
this case, as objections and excep
tions have been filed by defendants'
MASONIC.
counsel to the old indictments. The
ASK FOR
defendants attorneys claim that Mr.
Montezuma Lodge No
Leahy has been specially employed by
1, A. F. & A. M. Regthe
Express Co., to
ular
communications
1 prosecute these cases,
and therefore
I
nilES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributors
first Monday of each
S
Denver, CoL
he should not have been appointed
Telephone Main 3S00
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
i month a Masonic nan
Jy
S.
court
the
district
by
attorney
special
at 7.30 p. m.
all
Points in New
Douglas, and
and allowed to enter the grand jury
H. H, PQRMAN,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
room and use his influence in secur
Acting Master.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
ing an indictment against the defend- ALAN R. McCORD, gecretary.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Substantial barns and pumping plants, ants. After lengthy argument Judge
of
imported farm horses, extensive clear- McFie overruled the motion
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
to
rabbit-proo-f
all
tend
&
fencing,
El
R. A. M.
ings,
Regular conan appearance of In the case of the Territory vs. Ra
the
second
vocation
country
give
Monday of
Palace.
mon Velarde, charged with flourishing
thrift and prosperity.
each month at Masonic
Theodore Greckvold, Tucson, Ariz.;
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Shull Brothers received a shipment a pistol in the streets of Springer on
P. H. South, Kansas City; Samuel
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
fine seed potatoes from Wisconsin. February 8th when an election was
of
Chamita; J. M. Freeman, Gree- They have planted already about being held in that town for mayor ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
A.
C.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Bishop,
ley, Colo.;
acres of early potatoes. and city officers, the jury found the
twenty-fivS. Spitz, City; H. G. Clark, Fred C.
will be about sixty acres in all defendant guilty. Judge McFie assess
Santa Fe Commandery No.
There
Clark, Aurora, 111.; H. Hemerickson, in potatoes on this ranch this year. ed the fine of ?50 and costs against
For Rates and full information address
1, K. T. Regular conclave
San
Denver; H. C. MacConaughey,
defendant.
the
fourth Monday in each
news
The
that Secretary Ballinger
Francisco; H. W. Brown, Trinidad; J.
EUGENE A. FOX,
will adjourn on SatThe
month at Masonic Hall at
Den
Mr.
of
grand
jury
decision
the
overruled
has
S. Hunter, Kansas City; P. Strunk,
will have
as
on
that
7:30
they
of
all
desert
day
a
p. m.
to
urday,
effect
nett
that
the
J.
A. E. Datin, New York City; M.
A.
in session ten days.
been
A. MASSIE, E. C.
J.
before
in
claim
cultivation
must
be
RomeSeaton, Kansas City: Eugenio
El Paso Texas.
W.
un
E.
Recorder.
that
Marion
GRIFFIN,
and
of
Hon.
funeral
The
asserting
St. patent issues,
ro, Las Vegas; W. C. Strickland,
claim
residence
a
of
from
was
his
late
the
held
1- 11-der
law
M.
Miss
T.
Ware, Denver;
Louis; J.
with consid in Raton, on Thursday afternoon at
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
J. Pepper, Omaha, Neb.; Dr. A. H. is sufficient, is received
con14th degree. Ancient and' Accepted
A
erable interest and satisfaction by the two thirty
o'clock.
large
Clovis.
Faith,
desert land claimants in this vicinity. course of his friends gathered at Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Claire.
Messrs. H. Lesdos and E. Solignac the home to pay their last respects to on the third Monday of each month
C.
E.
A. C. Drew, Philadelphia;
are
increasing their alfalfa acreage the deceased and his family. All the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Brown, St. Louis; J. H. Crist, E. S
this
year.
They have at present one business houses of the city closed Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Monte
B.
F. Nielson,
Crist. Denver:
alfalfa
farms in the valley. from two until four o'clock p. m., and Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corof
best
the
Vista, Colo.; E. Clark, Alcalde; WillThe commissioner's court adjourned Judge McFie adjourned the district dially invited to attend.
iam De Land, Rochester; Burt FredJOHN W. MAYES, 32.
this
Nothing aside from court, as a mark of respect to the
erick, Algodones, J. H. McHughes routineafternoon.
Venerable Master.
business was done.
departed. The interment was in
Los Cerrillos; J. A. Garcia, Conejos,
HENRY
F.
32.
east
Raton.
Fairmont
STEPHENS,
cemetery,
in
from
came
W.
E.
DougBauman
Colo.; F. C. Duke, St. Louis; Joseph
Secretary.
court
At
of
the
the
district
im
is
He
Arizona.
about
opening
M.
.C.
las,
setting
Kansas
Wadley,
Gordon,
City;
proving his land two miles southeast Thursday morning, Judge E. V. Long,
St. Louis; C. B. McGuin, Kentucky.
B. P. O. C.
of here. He will put in forty acres of Las Vegas, and a member of the
Gregg.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
offered
Raton
the
feed
garden-trucBar,
and
following
in
this
year
S. Neustadt, Los Lunas; J. D. Mitlutions. Remarks were made by Hon. holds its regular session on the secchell, Victoria, Texas; H. Burgo,
w- Mil,s and Hon- A- - c- Voorhees ond and fourth Wednesday of each
A
J. Watkins, the
J. E. Taylor, Globe, Ariz.
ONE WAY SECOND
members
of the local Bar, speaking in month. Visiting brothers are invited
tie man, is spending a few weeks in
Coronado.
A. J. FISCHER,
the character and up- - and welcome.
Pise
home.
old
O. C. Hurt, Denver; K. W. Smith, Gainesville, Texas, his
FARE
Exalted Ruler.
of Marion Littrell, and of J, D. SENA,
life
right
Las Vegas; C. M. Sanchez, Texline,
E H. Bickford, manager of the Rio
effl
&nd
Secretary.
ag
seryice
OF
Texas; A. M. Floyd, El Paso; W. M. Mimbres Irrigation Company, is back sherlffl of Colfax
Harlen, Girard, 111.; W. D. Barnes, from a few weeks stay at Lake Val lutions
Knights of Pythias.
adopted were ordered
Stanley; James Martinez, Taos.
ley.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
of the court.
the
records
upon
The Deming Ice and Electric
meeting 1st and 3d
Whereas, Marion Littrell, who for Pythias. Regular
HOMESTEADERS CROWDING
havp installed another of their
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
Tuesdays
was
vears
Colfax
sheriff
of
INTO LUNA COUNTY. motors at the Schwing
place. The many
O. O. F. hall. San Francisco St. Visit- motor is a great success, delivering county and of this cburt departed I Tng KnlghinVited 10
aiiena.
x
- thia liffi of his home in Raton. New
Quarter Sections Patent- water at a cost to me consumer ul
AUGUST REINGARDT. C
"T "V "" 7 ' '
",
one cent per thousand gallons,
ed Since Assessment Was Made
it
j JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
SANTA FE,
MEXICO
Last Summer.
does away with the trouble of keep- - nis lonS association with the Bar and
mt officials, had endeared himself
Deming, N. M., April 8. According ing an engine and having a man to
TO
to the list furnished Tax Collector run it. All you have to do is to turn to tnemCook by the Las Cruces land office, on the current and the water comes.
Therefore, it is now hereby resolv-Ththere have been
Electric Company is contemplat- - ed. That the deceased by his upright
quarters
of land passed to patent in Luna ing enlarging their plant to take care life and devotion to duty command eu
county since the time when last year's of motors for irrigation for which the respect and confidence, in a high
assessments were made. Most of this there is a large demand.
degree, of the bar and court officials
of Colfax county and as well of the
land has been homesteaded, although
a few quarters have been patented EIGHT INSANE IMMIGRANTS
SELLING DATES
jgeneral public.
Summer Excursion Rates
TO BE DEPORTED.!
under the desert act. It is noticeable
As a man Marion Littrell was hon- that the farmers who are taking up
est, generous, just and fearless; as a
1
land in the Mimbres valley at present ,San Antonio, Texas, April 8. Act- - citizen public spirited, upright and
LOS ANGELES
are coming to stay. The improve- ing in pursuance of a recent amend- His death is a great
ments they are making are of a per- ment to the United States immigra-- loss and bereavement, not only to his
SAN
DIEGO,
manent nature. The time has passed tion laws, Joseph H. Scully, an immi- - family, but as well to his home town
when a floating population drift in gration agent, is taking to New York and county. The bench, bar and court
MOODY'S HACK LIKE and take up claims for the purpose of for deportation to their country or officials extend to his wife and family,
SAN FRANCISCO
selling them for a few hundred dol- - origin, eight insane persons gathered most sincere and heartfelt sympathy,
lars in a month or two. Within the in the western states. Under the new
Prom
As an evidence of our respect for
last six months there have been thir-- ! law an alien becoming insane within the deceased, and of our sympathy for
BARRANCA TO TAOS
neat farm cottages nut un with- - three years of the date ol his arriv- - his family, the court is hereby reOne way via
Meets Both North South in a radius of five miles of Deming, al in this country must be shipped quested to adjourn during the
'
from $1,50 t0 ?3'000 apiece.
to the country he came from. noon, to enable the court officials and
costing
PORTLAND or
Bounds Trains
bar to attend in a body the funeral
SEATTLE,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
services of the deceased.
'
the north bound train and arrives at
Resolved, further, that a copy of
Taos at 7 p. m.
resolutions ibe spread in full
these
Ten miles shorter than any other
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
the court records and that the
upon
Good
covered hack and good
way.
of this court, with such commit(ONE 777AY)
clerk
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
teams.
tee of the bar as he may select, be,
LOS ANGELES
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
Tiling- d.caa.e to 2Iak:a Xa.a
and he is hereby directed, to present
sexig-eso
Comfortatle.
S.
S.
the
blood.
cures
cause
S.
the
from
Catarrh
It
to the widow and family of the deby removing
SAN DIEGO,
PORTLAND,
a
thoroughly purifies the circulation that there is nothing left to inflame and ceased
of thege resoiutions
SEATTLE,
SAN FRANCISCO,
irritate the mucous linings of the body, which is the most prominent and
dangerous effect of Catarrh. As long as the mucous membranes ana
TACOMA,
SACRAMENTO,
tissues are kept in a stato of inflammation and irritation by an impure and EQUITABLE LIFE TO ERECT
VANCOUVER and
of the circulation, Catarrh will remain. Its cnsagreeaDie
condition
LARGE
infected
OFFICE
BUILDING.
and intermediates
the
into
back
mucous
in
of
noises
tho
ears,
dropping
ringing
symptoms
VICTORIA B, C.
throat, headaches, watery eyes, difficult breathing, and even stomach
8. The
San
Antonio,
Texas,
April
tne
until
be
disorders and weakened health, cannot
&
permanently relieved
blood is purified. Local applications alone can have no real curative value, announcement has been made by Paul
because such treatment does not reach the blood.
Sprays, inhalations, Morton, president of the Equitable
Telephone No 14b Red
Dates of Sale, May 28th
PORTLAND, ORE. and
lotions, etc., are valuable only for their cleansing and antiseptic effect, but Life Insurance Company, that his f
MRS.
OTTO
RETSCH.
on alone Catarrh sufferers will find a cure impossible. Nothing varif,.a.tm will in the
to June 3rd, July 9th to
ifntiiire
Northwest
ihe
in
depended
points
It goes down into the circulation, geta
rrrrr:
equals S. S. S. for curing Catarrh.
office building
t
n00o,000
(gdld)
16th.
It Is an admitted fact that real es-- at the root of the trouble, and removes every particle of catarrhal matter
Mexlc0 Cit
On Sale daily until April
0ne of
very be3t
Return Limit, three monthB from
,nt Tchants a11 the different mucousT portions of the body; it nourishes them with tioh, business lots in the Mexican capital
Znn
date' of Hale. Call on address,
15 th 1910.
say
beresults are
secured
the
t.o
been
for
H. 8, LUTZ, Airent
awav.
hecHn
nurpose,
nasa
has
and
mnertioa
Thn th
Banta Fe, N. M.
obtained by advertising in the New Catarrh is permanently cured. Book on Catarrh and any medical advice ing located on the corner of Avenida
SEE SANTA FE AGENT
Mexican.
de
tree.
and
Cinco
de
GA.
Mayo
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,

TICKETS
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Mort H. Singer's "A Stubborn Cin- is headed by Homer B. Mason, who
derella" conies to the Elks theater takes the part of Mac. portraying with
on Wednesday April 20, like the first great success the young American
breath of spring. Its breezy comedy, college youth. Mr. Mason was a well
pretty girls, light and tuneful music known vaudeville headliner previous
spell success and it will be the best to his entering the musical comedy
musical comedy to be presented on field, and is a most versatile comedian.
Miss Carolyn Lilja plays "Lady Lesthe local stage this season.
The play marks a higher level than lie," her charming soprano voice beany other of the former pieces writ- ing heard to advantage in several
ten by Hough, Adams and Howard, numbers. Among the members of the
whose slangy successes have all been large company are Bessie Merrill,
i
real hits. In a "Stubborn Cinderella" Don MacMillan, George Romaine, Mar-- i
unthe
have
chosen
guerite Keeler, O. H. Sampson, Frank
college boys,
they
McAdams. The
sophisticated daughter of a Scottish Carter and Tessie seen
at the Prin-- 1
same
the
production
from
big
various
and
earl,
patricians
the
cess
including
Chicago,
theater,
smart set to figure in the principal
the
chorus,
theater
fnmous
Princess
a
modish
have
constructed
and
roles,
handsomest in America, will be
work of infinite amusement.
The cast of "A Stubborn Cinderella" brought here in its entirety.

S.

Cottolene Is a Food Product of Absolute Purity

FOR HKXT Furnished room with
106 Johnson St.
bath. Gentleman.

In recent years there has been

a wave of reform in the making and inspection of FOR RENT One suite of rooms for
National and State Pure Food Laws have been passed, regulating their light housekeeping for two people.
Mrs. Hosl", 204 Garfield avenue.
manufacture, to insure the customer getting pure, healthful food.
as housekeepAny product which contains hog fat is subject to the taint or possibility' of disease' er WANTED Situation
woman. Town or
by
competent,
is
Lard
hog-fat
made
from
it may be pure, and it may not. At any rate, it is
germs.
country. Address V. H. C this office.
at best indigestible, and will raise havoc with
any but the hardiest stomach.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Two hors-Cottolene is a vegetable product, which is far
superior to lard for all shortening and es broke to ride and drive, weight
frying purposes. After the cotton seed oil has been refined through purifying processes 1030 and WO. Williams & Rising, 310
of our own, it is made neutral and odorless, and an
and healthful fat is San Francisco Si.
absolutely
pure
the result.

food products.
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Cottolene is a

product of nature and is bound to be wholesome. It is
carried on among the Pueblos than the one dependable, healthful product for frying and shortening, and
any other art. The ready market for is carefully inspected and made to conform with all
pure food laws.
Indian pottery of all kinds, as objects
of art, is the chief reason why the industry survives, for the Indians
Y?urBrocer is hcrel?y authorized to
is
themselves seem to prefer American-madrefund your money in case you are
of
those
to
utensils
cooking
not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
their own make. Hence most of the
ottoene s packed in pails with an
pottery is made "to sell" only, and
top to
Sold 111 Blllk keep
.
it clean, fresh and wholesome, and prevent it
lacks the quality which marks such
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
vessels as they formerly manufactured. Yet all the artist potters are
not dead and at the Pueblos of Aco-mMade only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Zuni, Santa Clara, Santa Ana and
Cochiti, as well as at Isleta and sev
eral others, excellent pottery is pro-

PUEBLO WOMAN HAS
ARTISTIC TEMPERAMENT.
Mr. Anderson Praises Their Decorative Work Commercial Spirit
Injuring Quality of Blankets.
(By Arnold M. Anderson.)
There is scarcely a tribe of Indians
in North America which is not skilled
in some kind of handicraft and it is

COTTOLENE

e

j
i
I

'

Guaranteed

Never

but natural that the sedentary tribes
should have advanced the farthest in
these primitive arts.
Living in permanent homes in established villages, these found more
time for the work and were more disposed to take pains, though no Indian
of whatsoever tribe, does what would
be termed careless work.
The Pueblo woman was not content with merely fashioning a durable
and serviceable piece of pottery, but
was minded to make it beautiful as
well. She went further than this;
she incorporated in the decorative design on the olla, the tinaja, or whatever the vessel, symbols, religious,
sentimental or historical. She made
of the clays a book as well as a pot,
and for this whim, archaeologists
have to thank her.
When the Spaniards first came in
contact with the Pueblo Indians over
three hundred and fifty years ago,
they found all the different tribes engaged in weaving, pottery making,
and though to a lesser extent, basket

Without the aid of the potter's
wheel the patient Indian potter
moulds the earthen vessels with rare
skill.
The method most commonly
used is the coil method; that is, narrow strips of clay are coiled round
and round to build up into the desired
shape.
Sometimes a basket form is used
at the outset of the process to insure
uniformity of design, but nevertheless it is the skill of the potter which
most assures .symmetry in the completed object. The evidences of the
coil are smothered away with a piece
of bone or gourd used as a spatula
and then the jar is ready for firiug in
or
kiln of stone
a crude low-headobe.
If the vessel is to be decorated, this
is done after firing when such colors
making.
All this has been changed somewhat as black, white, red or yellow are apand nowadays we find the various plied with a brush of yucca fibre. The
tribes developed into specialists. The decorations are usually geometrical,
The
Navajo, who is supposed to have symbolical or purely pictorial.
learned the art of weaving from his pottery utensils most used by the InPueblo neighbors, has evolved into a dians are the olla, a cooking vessel,
renowned manufacturer of the tinaja or water jar, and the saxete,
world
(blankets and promises also to become a bowl for serving food. Besides these
and a number of other kinds are made,
famous for his
j
including fantastic vessels in the
basketry.
Originally the turkey was the only shapes of birds and animals.
The specimens of pottery found in
domestic animal known to the Pueblos, but with the coming of the Span- !the ruins of the Cliff Dwellers and
iards, horses, cattle, sheep, goats, other ancestors of the present Pueblo
burros and chickens were introduced. tribes, are often much superior to that
The superiority of wool over the now manufactured, but this does not
fibres of certain plants and the hair necessarily mean that the Indians are
of certain animals the only textiles less gifted than their ancestors, but
they had hitherto used was at once rather, that they have not the same
the art of incentive.
recognized and accordingly
'
weaving received a great impetus.
Invariably the Indian woman is the
This, together with added knowledge pottery maker, just as she is usually
in dyeing, resulted eventually in the basket maker and weaver. Among
bringing the native fabrics to a high the Hopis, however, the men do the
state of excellence. In recent years, 'weaving, and' furthermore, tradition
however, there has been a gradual has it that in ancient times, the same
deterioration in the Indian weaves, jwas the case in all the Pueblos.
primarily on account of the spirit of j The women of Isleta, besides being
commercialism which has entered in- skilled in pottery making are expert
needle workers and their embroidery
to the industry.
With most of the Pueblos the art of and drawn work rivals that of the
weaving has almost died out, two Mexicans irom whom they learned the
noteworthy exceptions being the Hopis art. Knitting, also, has been intra-duceand Zunis, both of whom are capable
among the Pueblos and it is a
of finer weaving than the celebrated familiar sight to see the women and
Navajos. Even without taking into occasionally an old Indian man upon
consideration the crude methods of whose hands time hangs heavy
manufacture in vogue, with the In- knitting stockings after the fashion
dians, the textile products are worthy of the New England grandmother.
The women of the Pueblos are usuof artistic appreciation.
Pottery making is more generally ally good housewives. Nowadays, at

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate,
.

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex-- ;
perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for lull particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

air-tig- ht

FOR RENT In most delightful part,
house with
city.
new bath, electric lights.
cellar;
rich
telephone, acre of
garden,
small
fruits,
young
orchard,
city and acequia water, yards for 200
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
of

j

I

duced.

WANTED Experienced cook at U.
Indian School, Santa Fe.

son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
Isleta much of the cooking is done in corn, wheat, alfalfa, frijoles (Mexi- cannot be disposed of without her con- proof should not be allowed will be
American utensils on modern stoves, can beans), melons, chile, grapes, sent.
given an opportunity at the
yet for baking, the horno, or domical
time and place to
atand
berries
other
are
often
the
natives
apricots,
peaches,
Physically
adobe oven, which tourists often misthe witnesses of said claimant
fruits and vegetables.
From the tractive, and, as a rule, healthy and
take for a dog kennel and which, as
a cheerful.
Pueblo males oftentimes and to offer evidence in rebutti, of
a matter of fact, sometimes does grapes the natives make raisins and
wine.
of
poor
quality
have
a
for the white man's that submitted by claimant.
weakness
serve that purpose when not otherMANUEL R. OTERO,
These Indians produce much in ex- "fire water," but even when intoxiwise employed is still preferred, and
cess
Register.
vioacor
of
actual
and
seldom
boisterous
their
he
is
needs
cated,
well it should be, for bread baked in
cordingly are able to enjoy many lux- lent.
such an oven is better than the
NOTICE.
uries which their less prosperous
Individualism is lacking in a Pu
variety.
kinsmen cannot afford. In their hous- eblo tribe, as is to be expected in a Department of Territorial Engineer.
When there is to be a baking, a hot es
are to be found stoves, iron bed- communal settlement where the inter-Number of Application 404.
fire is kept burning in the horno for
and a ests of the body as a whole are para-chairs,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 9, 1910.
tables,
lamps
steads,
several hours until the adobe of the
other accessories of civiliza- mount to every private consideration, ' Notice is hereby given that on the
structure is heated through and hundred
tion which were almost unknown to but the Indian has yet to be born who 4th day of March, 1910, in accordance
through, then the coals are scraped the sedentary Indian a
ago. chafes under this condition. At Isleta with Section 2G, Irrigation Law of
out, the interior mopped clean with a Members of this tribe generation
also own over the inhabitants
wet cloth, and the dough for bread ten
speak their native 1907, The Taos Land Company by A.
thousand sheep, four hundred Tigua dialect in the
or cakes placed therein. Next the
family circle, but R. Manby of Taos, County of Tao5,
five hundred horses and about
goats,
second mother Territory of New Mexico, made an apa
is
like
are
sealed
stones
with
flat
openings
two thousand head of cattle. Of the Spanish
to them and many of the plication to the Territorial Engineer
and mud and the breadstuff allowed
tongue
tract of almost 200,000 acres of land
to bake.
especially those of New Mexico for a permit to appro- owned by the village, between four younger generation, the
riate from the public waters of the
who have attended
government
Chile Con Came.
and five thousand acres are under culTerritory of New Mexico.
schools, are familiar with English.
The Pueblos bake a large assort- tivation and the remainder
Such appropriation is to ie made
Some of the Pueblo tribes are now
ment of breads and cakes, some of and. timber land. Several of pasture
the In- to dire poverty, principally by from Rio Pueblo, at points on Tiht
reduced
vwncii uie apauiaras laugni mem to clians of tnis vniage are
to
be
reputed
reason of their decimated numbers, batik of river whence the mouth ot
make and others those made of corn worth as much as $23,000 each.
meal especially have been their own
and exhaustion of their lands or their first creek from the north entering
Ornamentation.
methods of agriculture. In the Pueblo above Taos Pueblo bears
for centuries. With the Pueblo Ininadequate
In the tanning of hides and the
dians, as with thp Afpvifnns rlt"hcnj
former times when the lands and for- S. 67 degrees 00 minutes East 3433
with plenty of chile as an ingredient, manufacture of garments of buckskin, ests in the neighborhood
could no feet and also whence the NW. Cor. of
is an adept. Though
such as tamales or chile con carne, tne pebl m
food
and fuel, Taos Pueblo League bears N. 64 desufficient
longer supply
are nonular. Jerked meal is also one he n0 longer wears the buckskin shirt, the tribe was at liberty to pack up grees .09 minutes W, by means of diexcept on state occasions, yet he has and move in a body to a new and version and storage, 26,056 feet ani
of their staples.
The most arduous task allotted to,not abandoned leggings for every-damore favored locality, there to remain all surplus and flood waters ac. ft. is to
the woman of the Pueblo is the grind- - wear and these he makes himself, dec- - until another migration became neces be conveyed to Antonio Martinez or
ing of grain on the nietate, a stone orates with bead work and colors yel-- ; sary, but this recourse may not be rede Godoi Grant by means of
slab with a rough surface upon which low, brown, red or white to suit his sorted to in these days of private own- ditches and reservoir and there used
grain is pulverized by being rubbed fancy. Almost all the Amerinds af-- ership of the land. Hence the Indian for irrigation of 50,000 acres and for
with a narrow bar of stone in the feet beadwork ornamentation, and, must
the ways of the white domestic and power purposes.
hands of the woman. Picture a wash- - previous to the coming of the whites, man inadopt
The Territorial Engineer will take
order to eke out a living. And
erwoman rubbing on a wash board! who introduced glass beads, the In- in
this application up for consideration
these ways he is not as adept.
and you have a good idea of the way dian had beads made of the bones of
Among those tribes which own fer- on the 17th day of June, 1910, and all
flour is made on the metate, only the birds, shells, reeds, and further made
tracts of land, as do the Pueblos persons who may oppose the granting;
tile
Indian woman rests on her knees in- - use of porcupine quills, feathers and
of
Isleta
and Taos, the prosperity of of the above application must file their
stead of her feet. By this crude colored grasses to the same purpose.
is on the increase, but objections substantiated with affidathe
natives
method all the grain, until compara- - This method of decoration is
unique other tribes are not so fortunate. The vits (properly backed with application
lively irecent years, was ground into with the Indian and the beatifi re-- federal
government is lending most number) with the Territorial EngiH1P3.1
suits attained by the handicraft are necessary aid to certain of the Pu- neer on or before that date.
mmaaays ne ina.ans are more giv- stin a marvel to civiHzed raceg
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
eblos through the projects of the reen to patronizing the flour mills. Yet
Territorial Engineer.
when the Tnrtian hnnsmrifo
w)ch0l Despite the restrictions of modern clamation service which is constructto
lawsfacilitate
reservoirs
and
dams
Indian
seldom
lacks
the
ing
meal for certain ceremonial cakes, or sanie
for certain Indian delicacies,
buckskin, for he the more extended irrigation of InNotice For Publication.
she al- for the
is
a
clever, wary huntsman, as expert dian lands. When such improveSmall Holding Claim No. 1118.
ways grinds out the flour on the metate. Sometimes the grain is soaked in evading game wardens as in stalk-- j ments become more general, the lot
Serial 012528.
aeerin water before undergoing the
Communal hunting is still of the Pueblo Indians will be much
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
cess, yet for all that, the work is tedi-- practiced by the Pueblo tribes to some bettered and his opportunities for ad- Department of the Interior,
ous and
extent and "rabbit roundups" are fre- - vancement greatly euchanced.
United States Land Office,
When the Indian wife sets about to ' fluently in the vicinity of Isleta. In
Santa Fe, N. M.t March 5, lSl".
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
do the family washing she does not these rabbit hunts a large proportion
Notice is hereby given that the folloOLD
FEEBLE
PEOPLE
-litter up the kitchen with soiled gar-- , of the males take part,
Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
wing-named
claimant has filed noy
Serial 012531, Pecos Forest. Not tice of his intention to make final
M ments, tubs and boilers, and render
As a general rule it is not considerate for the rest of the household
proof in support of his claim Under
etiquette for the Indian woman to Coal Land.
bearable during the process of laun-sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
hunt) but it is her special privilege to Department of the Interior,
drying, but instead packs off the
United States Land Office.
3, 1891, (26 Stats., S54), as amended
in the rabbit roundup if
participate
,
w iub river wue.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 19110.
B.
wirlo
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Pm001,;,. i
Here she sets her boiler on a few
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Stats., 470), and that said
, llUUHl
tVw
n
VII VIC 't11
Vi. i,,,
proof will
Ullll,
nostones, huilds a fire and lets the
hem- - lowing named claimant has filed
be made before Register and Receiver
the
in
thus
close
rabbits
and
ally
clothes boil in the open air where the
tice of his intention to make final at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on April
fumes annoy no
bollInK
proof in support of his claim under 21, 1910, viz: Nicario Quintana, heir
Indians.
The
hurled
bagthe
game
by
16 and 17 of the act of March
done, the clothes are taken out and
- sections
beaten with a club on the rocks in ged on these communal hunts is divid- 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
the W.
SW
mn
Sec. 28, and the SE
the clear water of the running stream. Ted PrPrtlonat
the act of February 21, 1893 (27
r
NE
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
the bygone days When buffal and by
This method of washing is amply efflcontains the elements necessary to nourish every tissue " and
will
said
and
that
proof
Stats., 470),
cient and is much used by the native antelope roamed 1he "lains' and when be made before Register and Receiver N. M. P. M., of 120 acres.
replace weakness with strength. Should it fail to do so in any
lllentiful-souta11
were
more
He names the following witnesses
of
sorts
game
New Mexicans, the negroes of the
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910,
wc iciunu uic money pam us ior ine medicine usea.
to
were
adexcursions
comm"nal
it.
prove his actual continuous
hunting
the
and
viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro
neaseiry
peasants of many forcmnicm and the stores of meat for Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for the W verse possession of said tract for
eign countries as well.
Burrows & Co., Druggists, Santa Fe.
Ivaoc
twenty years next preceding the surWhile all the Pueblo tribes are es-- winter. as wel1 as sklns for garments,
NE
NW
Sec. 28, E
sentially agricultural, the Isletans are were larSely acquired in this manner, Sec. 29, SE
SE
of Sec. 20, T. vey of the township, viz:
Cleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M.; Calle'rbe home life of the Pueblos is
by far the most modern in their farm- 16 N., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., containtano Garcia, Rowe, N. M., Vincente
methods. In this community mod- - eePtionally happy. The wife is no ing 160 acres.
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
em farm machinery has become a ne- - drudge, though she has work in
He names the following witnesses Quintana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio Roicessity and already there are owned in ' Pnty, and the husband is no tyrant, to prove his actual continuous ad- bal, Pecos, N. M.
the tribe three threshing machines,
Is he lazy. The Indian enjoys life verse
Any person who desires to protest
possession of said tract for
besides a number of binders, reapers, whether at work or at play, and he is twenty years next preceding the sur- against the allowance of said proof, or
NEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN mowers, baling presses and other less not so ambitious as to wish wealth at vey of the township, viz.:
who knows of any substantial reason
important machines.
.the
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of under the laws and regulations of the
price of strain upon his faculties.
'
The farms of the Isletans lie in the By ancient custom the wife is the Rowe, N. M.; Vicente Quintana and Interior Department why such proof
RETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4 a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. n.
Leaving El Paso 8.00 a. m.
fertile bottom lands of the Rio Gran- - owner of the home and all its
Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
should not be allowed will he given an
9.46
Fe
Santa
p. ni.
Arriving
about thirteen miles south of the purtenances, except the personal
wno desire.3 to protest opportunity at the
Any
person
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
of Albuquerque in New Mexico, longings of the husband. Even the against the allowance of said proof, time and place to
e
the
and the principal products raised are grain stored in the dark inner rooms or who knows of any substantial rea- - witnesses of said
points in Sou'ihem New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that subPacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
mitted by claimant.
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QUICK TI ME TO ALL POINTS EAST
i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a.m.
t

(dill llO. 4

Arrive at Kansas Olty 5,60 p. m. next day
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day

E. P. & S. W and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches

J.P.LYNG,
i

City Freight

&

Passenger Agent.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic

Constipation.

PUasant to ta

DRIIO
Laxative Fruit Syrop

TTSl

STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO.

Cleanses the system
thoroughly and dean

sallow complexions of
.pimples and blotchei
It la mmranteed

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
The New Mexican ranting Company has on hand a large supply ot
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. "Wo
will sell them at 5 cents in book form,
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No

C ASH

4

to be the young man who threw a mon
key wrech, hitting Sylvanus Johnson
in his
in the head and resulting
death. The son was once in charge
of the officers but the elder Moffit said
he was not the man and the son was
The father now admits all
released
but
says he did not know he
this,
was talking to an officer. The young- er Moffit has not been recaptured,
cleaning Up Red Light District
Lizzie McGrath, Minnie Carroll and
Leona Grace, keepers of resorts in
the red ignt district jn North Third
were arrested
street) Albuquerque,
afternoon
by
Reputy Sher- yesterday
issued up- wari.ants
Dick Lewig Qn
m indictnients turned on Wednes- -

Minor City Topics.

No

4

GROCERY AND BAKERY

From Pago Two.)

(Continued

Precinct Established at

Anapra

The hoard of county commissioners
of Dona Ana county at its session. ap- proved the application of the voters
of the Anapra district and established
a new precinct which they named pre- cinct 14, Anapra.
A post- Stabbing at Albuquerque
in
the
pre- made
has
been
ponement
case
of
the
the
of
hearing
liminary
Territory versus J. Earle, charged
with stabbing Jimmie Sevier, a barber,
.in the face last Tuesday night at Al- of ery- iinniiprniip. the develonment

i

Red, White and Yellow
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no. Keturns mea witn deputy col
SUBJECT TO TAX. lector regarded as having been filed
with collector.
36. No form of protest prescribed.
(Continued From Page One)
Any form of protest" sufficient if filed
posed. (Opin. Atty. Gen. Feb. 14, before payment of tax. Right of protest not to be denied.
1910.)

.,
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tne uemnuu tuuuij
smimj
with
first
women,
the
jury, charging
-ninninir wnman in loiter in nlace.K
.
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cessitating the postponement.
Elephant Butte Appraisers Repor- t-

ON

FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1910.

t

h

i.w

dairies not issu19.
ing stock and allowing patrons divi- CONDUCTORS AND FIREMEN
dends based on butter fat in milk furVOTE ON STRIKE.
nished not liable.
20. Foreign steamship companies Eastern Railroads Will Be Tied Up
Unless Increase for Wages is
having no office in the United States,
whose vessels only occasionally touch
Guaranteed the Men.
at ports in the United States, not regarded as doing business in this
Cleveland, O., April 8. Trainmen
country within the- meaning of the and conductors of the Lake Shore and
state.
Michigan Southern, Lake Brie and
21
Companies organized in Porto Western, and Nickel Plate Railways
Rico and not engaged in business in nave VQted alraost unanimoUSiy to'
tne United States not subject to tax. gtrike unlegs their original pr0IK)sI.
22.
Corporations owning sugar or Uon fQr &
increase is accepted,
other nlantations and disposing of
the products thereof not entitled to ex- fa-ta- i
DYNAMITE
emption as agricultural organizations.
EXPLOSION IN MEXICO.
23. Corporations organized to sell
provisions, etc., to stockholders and One Man Killed, One Fatally and a
others not exempted.
Third Slightly Injured in Con24. Corporations organized for the
struction Camp in Chihuahua,
purpose Of holding real estate, to
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full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
File 1.1

F. ANDREWS
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
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PICK

PICK
Take a pick while the picking's
good! There's no time of the Spring
season when the picking from our
Ladies' Tailored Suits, Pongee silk,
Himalaya and Dubar cloth and
furnishings will be better than it is

PICK

Our Outfittins:

Ladies' Linen Suits, Linen Skirts,
King Tailored Shirt Waists, Linen

Is Smart, New and

Coats, Dimitys, Percales, Ginghams

at this writing.
Everything is fairly blooming with
the Spirit of Spring and the picking's

Different

No High
- O)

o

to Pay

so good just now!

All

Tff1

and Chambrays.

.

New Spring line of long Kimonas
in cotton or silk, also a full sample
line of one piece wash dresses. All
colors.

A Splendid Assortment of Ladies'
Lingerie, Hosiery, Neckwear etc.

These And Many Other Attractions Await Your Call

NATHAN

almin

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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